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Abstract
The current study aimed to determine whether identity fusion (fusion), a form of extreme
group alignment, is underpinned by processes of autobiographical reasoning about memories
of events shared with the group. A secondary aim was to determine whether specific memory
qualities, such as valence, moderate an expected relationship between fusion and
autobiographical reasoning. Two studies were conducted of fusion with family and friends
groups. In the first study, 61 participants (M age = 20) wrote memory narratives pertaining to
significant experiences shared with family and friends that were coded for evidence of
autobiographical reasoning. Participants also rated their fusion levels with family and friends.
The findings demonstrated positive correlations between autobiographical reasoning and
fusion, as hypothesised. In the second study, 81 participants (M age =20) wrote turning point
narratives regarding shared experiences with family and friends and rated fusion with family
and friends. Additional scale items regarding memory intensity and self-transformativeness
were also included. Overall, the findings suggested again that autobiographical reasoning is
positively associated with fusion. Positive memories were associated with higher levels of
friend fusion, but no other effects of memory valence were found. Low-intensity memories
were found to moderate the relationship between autobiographical reasoning and family
fusion. Lastly, transformative shared experiences with friends mediated the path from
autobiographical reasoning to fusion. These findings show preliminary evidence of a
mechanism for fusion of autobiographical reasoning about shared experiences. These
findings can guide future research that aims to explicate the path to fusion.
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A Path to Fusion? The Role of Reflective Processes in Identity Fusion.
Of all the honours that can be awarded to individuals of the British Commonwealth,
the Victoria Cross (VC) is often considered the most prestigious. The VC is awarded for
conspicuous acts of bravery, acts of valour or self-sacrifice, or extreme devotion to duty in
the presence of enemy (Smith, 2008). In other terms, the VC is awarded to individuals who
forego their own safety to promote the wellbeing of others. Although the VC is saved for a
‘special few’, pro-group and self-costly behaviours occur with unfathomable frequency
across society (Whitehouse, 2018). Indeed, websites and news media are replete with
examples of individuals who have donated their life savings to charity, donated organs to
others, volunteered for causes, jumped on grenades, and endured significant self-harm to
rescue another. Yet, biologically, our primary function is to survive and reproduce,
promoting our well-being to ensure our gene pool remains (Claeys, 2000). Thus, pro-group
self-costly behaviours serve to confuse, and attempts at explanation have been a focus for
centuries (Gardner & Foster, 2008). As yet, there is no unified theory explaining this
phenomenon that has been widely accepted.
In the last decade, identity fusion has been put forward as a construct that explains
these puzzling behaviours (Swann, Gómez, Seyle, Morales, & Huici, 2009). Identity fusion is
characterized by the inclusion of others into one’s own identity. This inclusion manifests in
feelings of oneness with others (Swann et al., 2009). Although research on fusion is still in its
infancy, strong correlations between self-sacrificing pro-group behaviours and identity fusion
are repeatedly demonstrated (Whitehouse, 2018). Individuals that have become fused are
expected to see those with whom they are fused as psychological kin, and protect them like
they would their offspring (Bortolini, Newson, Natividade, Vazquez, & Gomez, 2018; Swann
& Buhrmester, 2015). Currently, the exact mechanisms by which individuals become fused,
and why some individuals do indeed become fused when others do not, remain to be fully
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accounted for. Therefore, there is a need for ongoing research that serves to account for these
gaps.
One promising line of inquiry suggests that fusion develops following significant,
transformative, shared experiences that become incorporated into autobiographical memory
systems as vivid episodic memories (Whitehouse & Lanman, 2014). More specifically, the
incorporation of others into autobiographical memory is thought to enable the development
of both a sense of shared essence, and an inclusion of others into the self (Jong, Whitehouse,
Kavanagh, & Lane, 2015). As such, it has been theorised that shared experiences that are
encoded as episodic memories may underpin the mechanism by which one becomes ‘fused’
with a group (Whitehouse & Lanman, 2014). Although research has associated significant
memories and processes of intense and enduring reflection following shared experiences,
with identity fusion (Jong et al., 2015), the mechanism by which specific shared experiences
become ‘fusing’ remains unclear.
A potential mechanism that may enable the integration of others with the self is
derived from theories of narrative identity. Narrative identity theory suggests that by
incorporating all past experiences into a running internalised narrative – a life-story –
individuals derive not only a sense of self but a sense of unity and purpose to their lives
(McAdams, 2001). The life-story of narrative identity is a running narrative about one’s
identity and involves all the experiences that are thought to shape a sense of self (Bluck &
Habermas, 2000; Singer & Blagov, 2004). Significant episodic memories, similar to those
implicated in past fusion research, comprise the touchstones of narrative identity, from which
individuals make sense of themselves and the world they live in (McAdams, 2001, 2008).
Significant life-events come to inform identity via reflective processes (Habermas,
2011). A key reflective process that enables one to incorporate such a diversity of
experiences and arrange them meaningfully is autobiographical reasoning (Habermas &
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Bluck, 2000; Lilgendahl & McAdams, 2011). Specifically, autobiographical reasoning can be
conceptualized as an ongoing process that enables individuals to make links and form
understandings about how past experiences inform the current self (Habermas & Bluck,
2000; Reese et al., 2017). Thus, it is not experiences that shape the self per se, but rather the
enduring reflection that enables meaning to be derived from such experiences that inform
one’s sense of identity (Singer, 2004; Singer, Blagov, Berry, & Oost, 2013).
The creation of memory-to-self links via autobiographical reasoning most
prominently occurs following significant life experiences, whereby individuals engage in a
process of enduring reflection to fit experiences into their self-concept (D’Argembeau et al.,
2013; McLean & Fournier, 2008). That is, past experiences come to comprise vital elements
of one’s personal identity (Fivush, Habermas, Waters, & Zaman, 2011; Singer & Bluck,
2001). Such a mechanism is tantamount to theories of fusion. Specifically, fusion theorists
have asserted that the experiencing of significant shared experiences leads to others
becoming incorporated into the self-concept, following periods of enduring reflection (Jong
et al., 2015; Whitehouse et al., 2017). Despite these theorised associations, the relationship
between autobiographical reasoning and fusion has not been observed directly. Instead, past
research has used self-report measures of reflection (e.g. Jong et al., 2015), rather than
assessed objective indicators of processes of reflection, such as autobiographical reasoning.
As such, the current research aims to provide provisional evidence of an association between
processes of autobiographical reasoning in memory narratives following significant shared
experiences as a mechanism by which individuals incorporate others into their personal
identity.
Previous Theories of Pro-group Self-Costly Behaviours
Altruism is a puzzling, but widely observed phenomena (Van Vugt & Van Lange,
2006). In essence, altruism is characterised by behaviours that place the well-being of others
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over and above the self (Boyd, 2006; Rusch, 2014). Altruism is shrouded in controversy for
humans; however, altruistic behaviours are prominent outside the species (Yamagishi &
Mifune, 2016). A number of animals appear ‘hard-wired’ to promote the wellbeing of not
only their offspring but also close ‘relatives’, to their own detriment (Holmes, 1945). In
humans, such behaviours are also readily observed within families, as parents protect and
provide for their offspring, at times suffering great personal cost (Bernhard, Fischbacher, &
Fehr, 2006; Yamagishi & Mifune, 2016). As such, current explanations for altruistic
behaviours are conceptualised as a function of shared biology (Yamagishi & Mifune, 2016).
Beyond genetic relatives, pro-social behaviours are largely explained as acts of selfpromotion (Yamagishi & Mifune, 2016). That is, individuals engage in pro-social acts with
the belief that they will recoup the cost of their behaviour (Xue, 2013). Most commonly,
this occurs in social contexts, whereby individuals promote their group, giving themselves a
competitive advantage as their group position is strengthened (Yamagishi & Mifune, 2016).
Thus, in situations where the group-fitness advantage transcends self-cost, pro-social and
seemingly altruistic behaviours should follow (Bernhard et al., 2006). As such, beyond
family groups, explanations of altruism suggest that such behaviours are a consequence of
inter-group processes and the pressures that occur because of inter-group pressures
(Marsden, 2007; Ashton et al., 1998).
The Social Identity Perspective and Pro-Group Behaviour.
Past explanations of conflict between and cohesion among groups have commonly
used the social identity approaches (Halevy, Bornstein, & Sagiv, 2008; Sindic & Condor,
2014; Tajfel & Turner, 1979). The social identity approaches split the self-concept into two
distinct components: the personal and the social identity (Abrams & Hogg, 2010; Abrams,
Wetherell, Cochrane, Hogg, & Turner, 1990; Reicher, Spears, & Postmes, 1995; Tajfel &
Turner, 1979). Personal identity comprises features of self that exemplify individual
uniqueness, including goals, values, beliefs, attitudes, as well as individual specific attributes
such as competence, talent, and sociability (Luhtanen & Crocker, 1992; Schwartz et al.,
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2009). Conversely, social identity refers to an individual’s knowledge that they belong to a
social category or group (Tajfel, 1974), and includes those parts of an individual’s selfconcept that are derived from the emotional significance they attach to their membership
(Hornsey, 2008). More simply, a personal identity is how one sees oneself as an individual,
whilst social identity refers to how the individual views the social groups to which they
belong (Luhtanen & Crocker, 1992).
The relationship between the personal and social identities is one of functional
antagonism (Bortolini et al., 2018; Hornsey, 2008; Newson, Buhrmester, & Whitehouse,
2016). In group situations, for example, the social identity becomes increasingly activated,
whilst the personal identity deactivates (Hornsey, 2008). In non-group settings, the personal
identity dominates. The activation of either identity necessitates a cognitive process of
recognising whether a context is social or personal (Abrams & Hogg, 2010; Turner, 2010).
Once an individual has determined their differential identity, their behaviour will be in line
with the perceived goals of that identity (Hornsey, 2008; Tajfel, 1974; Tajfel, Billig, Bundy,
& Flament, 1971).
In social contexts, pro-group behaviour occurs following processes of selfcategorisation and depersonalisation. According to self-categorisation theory, individuals
assign themselves to a group based on readily observed information such as language,
gender, appearance, stereotypes, group norms, values, and memories of past group behaviour
(Van Knippenberg & Hogg, 2003). By categorising, the unique qualities of group members
are foregone in favour of a more efficient prototypical representation of the group – a process
of depersonalisation (Turner, 2010; Turner, Hogg, Oakes, Reicher, & Wetherell, 1987).
Depersonalised group members see themselves and others based on how closely they are
perceived to match the group prototype in appearance, thought, and behaviour (Hogg, 2001;
Platow & van Knippenberg, 2001).
As the self-concept is comprised by both the personal and the social identity, the
status of the group becomes important to individual group members (Billig & Tajfel, 1973).
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Group status is determined following intergroup comparisons (Brewer, 1979; Hogg, Abrams,
Otten, & Hinkle, 2004; Hogg, Terry, & White, 1995). Negative in-group or positive outgroup comparisons then impact both the individual and collective self-esteem of group
members (Luhtanen & Crocker, 1992). In light of this, group members are expected to
engage in pro-group behaviours such as prejudices, biases, and other forms of out-group
hostility to reduce the personal discomfort that follows a loss of collective self-esteem (Hogg
et al., 2004). Following negative in-group appraisal, behaviours that would not be endorsed
when the personal identity is activated may be enacted by group members (Halevy et al.,
2008).
Pro-group behaviour following categorisation has been demonstrated in both
experimental and naturalistic findings. Research using the Minimal Group Paradigm (MGP)
has shown that individuals enact in-group biases and out-group hostility even when
categorisation was based on arbitrary criteria (De Cremer & Van Vugt, 1999; Diehl, 1990;
Hornsey, 2008). Categorisation also occurs among nationalities, religions, gender and sex,
political groups, and sports teams, and can manifest in fierce loyalty to the group, as well as
vivid displays of out-group derogation (Hackel, Looser, & Van Bavel, 2014; Riek, Mania, &
Gaertner, 2006; Tajfel, 1974). Therefore, the creation of a boundary that demarcates them
from us, somewhat regardless of how the boundary is created, is assumed to manifest in progroup behaviours (Stephan & Stephan, 2017).
Features that make the social category more salient increase group identification
(Reicher et al., 1995; Sindic & Condor, 2014). Increases in category salience shift selfconcept to the social identity, which increases group cohesion (Hornsey, 2008).
Consequently, negative out-group comparisons come to have a greater impact on the self
(Branscombe & Wann, 1994; Ellemers, Kortekaas, & Ouwerkerk, 1999). Categories can be
made more salient by increasing the likeness among group members to the group prototype
(Platow & van Knippenberg, 2001). For example, the use of uniforms, crests, flags, and dress
codes in general are used to increase category salience (Hornsey, 2008). Moreover,
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organisation activities such as group bonding sessions, ‘court sessions’, boot camps, and
college hazing all serve to increase social identification and group cohesiveness, and deemphasise personal identity (Bortolini et al., 2018; Kavanagh, Jong, & Whitehouse, 2018;
Turner, Pratkanis, Probasco, & Leve, 1992). Thus, according to the social identity
approaches, pro-group behaviours are accounted for by the intergroup processes that follow
categorisation and perceptions of group belonging, with a hydraulic relationship between
social identity and personal identity.
Identity Fusion
Identity fusion has been postulated as an explanation for pro-group self-costly
behaviours. Like identification, identity fusion splits self-concept into personal and social
identities (Swann et al., 2009). However, in fused individuals, the boundary between self and
other is porous (Swann, Gómez, Dovidio, Hart, & Jetten, 2010; Swann et al., 2009;
Whitehouse & Lanman, 2014). The result is an integration of others into the self that
manifests as a sense of oneness with a group (Swann et al., 2009; Swann, Jetten, Gómez,
Whitehouse, & Bastian, 2012). This hypothesised integration of identities marks identity
fusion as theoretically distinct from the social identity approach and underpins the
willingness of identity fused individuals to engage in more extreme pro-group behaviours
(Whitehouse & Lanman, 2014).
The proposed theoretical differences between identity fusion and social identification
(hereafter referred to as identification) have undergone statistical analysis. In doing so,
Gómez et al. (2011) compared validated measures of fusion with measures of identification,
which have been used as the gold standard determinant of group alignment in the past. The
authors found that although fusion is closely associated with identification, the two constructs
seem to have different factor structures and behavioural correlates (Gómez et al., 2011;
Swann & Buhrmester, 2015). Specifically, measures of fusion are more accurate at predicting
extreme pro-group behaviours (Whitehouse et al., 2017). For example, the endorsement of
extreme pro-group behaviours such as suicide, fighting, and donating money was much more
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likely to occur in individuals who were strongly fused when compared to individuals who
identified but were not fused with a group (Gomez et al., 2011). Thus, fusion and
identification appear to be related, but distinct constructs. The manifestation of these
theoretical distinctions is encapsulated by the four principles of fusion, as set out by Swann et
al. (2012).
Firstly, the agentic-personal-self principle posits that fused individuals maintain their
unique personal qualities whilst in group contexts (Swann et al., 2012). Thus, in contrast to
identification, where group behaviour is driven by depersonalisation processes, group
behaviour among fused individuals is personal (Gómez et al., 2011). As such, it is proposed
that the activation of the personal identity can drive pro-group behaviour as the individual
‘feels’ a sense of personal responsibility to the group (Swann et al., 2009). Experimental
manipulations have shown that fused individuals are more willing to direct their personal
agency into pro-group behaviours (Gómez et al., 2011; Swann et al., 2012).
Secondly, according to the identity synergy principle of fusion, both the social and
personal identities of fused individuals will activate concurrently in contexts that would only
activate the personal or social identity in identified individuals (Swann & Buhrmester, 2015).
The dual activation of identities is then thought to result in a cumulative effect, which
enhances one’s willingness to engage in pro-group behaviours, including self-sacrifice for
one’s group (Heger & Gaertner, 2018; Swann et al., 2009; Swann et al., 2012). Therefore,
when a group member is threatened, fused individuals react with a defensive reaction that is
comparable to a personal attack or an attack on one’s kin (Whitehouse & Lanman, 2014).
Thirdly, according to the relational ties principal of fusion, group members form
bonds with each other that are based on real or imagined ties (Heger & Gaertner, 2018).
Highly fused individuals are hypothesised to see other group members based on both their
unique [personal] qualities, as well as how they fit the group prototype (Buhrmester, Fraser,
Lanman, Whitehouse, & Swann, 2015). As individuals maintain their individual sense of self
whilst in group contexts, the manner in which they uniquely contribute to the group becomes
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more salient. As such, group members come to understand group strength as a sum of these
interdependent contributions to the collective (Whitehouse & Lanman, 2014). Indeed,
communities with high levels of fusion have been found to have a sense of ‘brotherhood’ that
extends beyond actual, experienced relationships (Whitehouse, McQuinn, Buhrmester, &
Swann, 2014).
Finally, according to the irrevocability principle, fusion is temporally stable, and
resistant to state manipulations (Buhrmester & Swann, 2015; Fredman et al., 2015). When
either the personal or social identity of fused individuals is challenged, behaviours that
compensate to reinstate a positive self-view increase (Swann et al., 2010). Compensatory
activities serve to reinstate the identities that have been challenged, preserving or even
reinforcing fusion (Whitehouse & McQuinn, 2012). Whilst identified individuals may
undertake attempts to leave their group should their status be under threat, fused individuals
are unlikely to severe such ties and increase their pro-group endorsements to compensate
(Hornsey, 2008; Swann et al., 2012). The irrevocability principle of fusion has been
demonstrated by stable test-retest reliability across an 18-month period (Gómez et al., 2011).
Pathways to fusion. Identity fusion is hypothesised to manifest once an individual
perceives a sense of ‘shared essence’ with others (Whitehouse, 2018). Two pathways to
fusion have been suggested (Vázquez, Gómez, Ordoñana, Swann, & Whitehouse, 2017;
Whitehouse, 2018). The first is a genetic pathway, which involves a perception of shared
biological properties with a group in the form of inherited phenotypic traits (Whitehouse,
2018). Vázquez et al. (2017) demonstrated that fusion is positively correlated with genetic
relatedness in a series of twin studies, in which monozygotic twins are more highly fused
with each other than are dyzogtic twins. Further, fusion was shown to mediate the
relationship between zygosity and measures of pro-sociality, such as willingness to make
self-sacrifices for a twin. Monozygotic twins also rated their willingness to engage in selfsacrificial behaviours to benefit their twin more highly than they rated such behaviours to
benefit their own children (Vázquez et al., 2017). Therefore, genetic links to fusion are
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consistent with explanations of pro-group behaviours that serve to maintain one’s genetic
material.
Fusion extends beyond genetic communities and has been demonstrated among
individuals that share no biological ties (Swann & Buhrmester, 2015; Swann et al., 2010;
Swann et al., 2009; Swann et al., 2012; Vázquez et al., 2017). Like genetic fusion, nongenetic fusion can be separated into local and extended forms (Swann et al., 2012;
Vázquez et al., 2017). Local fusion develops when real relationships between unrelated
individuals are formed, usually in small homogenous groups (Swann & Buhrmester,
2015). Such groups include sports teams, work teams, fraternities, and sororities
(Whitehouse & Lanman, 2014). Extended fusion occurs in larger groups and is based on
categorical or imagined ties, such as country or religion, where there has been little or no
personal contact (Bortolini et al., 2018; Swann & Buhrmester, 2015; Whitehouse &
Lanman, 2014). Therefore, fused individuals appear to behave in a self-sacrificial
manner that is more consistent with those behaviours observed among genetic relatives.
Fusion is thought to be an outcome of an experiential process whereby others become
understood as psychological kin (Buhrmester & Swann, 2015; Newson et al., 2016).
Biologically, kin are detected by phenotypic matching, whereby comparisons to determine
likeness and shared genes are made and come to influence behaviour (Whitehouse et al.,
2017). Conversely, fusion among unrelated individuals is theorised to occur when the
parameters of kin-matching are extended (Whitehouse, 2018). Such a process is theorised to
occur via a ‘re-wiring’ of the brain, whereby sacrificial behaviours that are ‘hard-wired’ for
close-kin are enabled irrespective of genetic relatedness (Whitehouse et al., 2017). Following
the re-wiring of neural networks, it is thought that fused individuals come to subconsciously
‘mistake’ group members as kin and act accordingly (Apps, McKay, Azevedo, Whitehouse,
& Tsakiris, 2018; Whitehouse, 2018). Although fusion is widely observed, the exact elements
that comprise a causal path to fusion are not yet completely understood.
Perhaps the most prominent accounts for a pathway to fusion were put forward in
Whitehouse and Lanman (2014) and then Whitehouse (2018). The authors hypothesised that
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fusion manifests following transformative experiences that are encoded into episodic memory
and become vital components of the self-concept. Significant events are likely to be
consolidated into long-term episodic memory if they are highly vivid, infrequent, and contain
aspects that increase physiological arousal (Cahill & McGaugh, 1998; LaBar & Phelps, 1998;
Talarico, LaBar, & Rubin, 2004). Most importantly, however, Whitehouse and Lanman
(2014) suggested that the perception of sharing self-defining memories with others triggers a
strong sense of psychological kinship. Consequently, such kin-based connections drive
extreme pro-group behaviour. As for fused individuals, maintaining the status of their group
becomes personal (Whitehouse & Lanman, 2014).
The aforementioned hypothesis was first considered in light of findings of fusion
among tribal communities that have a tradition of rituals and rites of passage (Kavanagh et
al., 2018; Whitehouse, 2005). Rituals feature components that are expected to increase
cohesion and family-like bonds (Kapitány, Kavanagh, Buhrmester, Newson, & Whitehouse,
2018). For example, in some traditional societies, rituals often include elements of
synchronicity such as dancing, singing, and chanting (Bortolini et al., 2018; Whitehouse &
Lanman, 2014). Further, the language in ritualistic settings promotes kin-like bonds by using
terms such as ‘brother’ and ‘family’ (Whitehouse, 1996; Whitehouse & Lanman, 2014).
These inherent elements of rituals manifest as connections that extend beyond kin to the
greater community (Kapitány et al., 2018; Whitehouse, 2018).
Rituals can be separated into doctrinal and imagistic modes (Whitehouse & Lanman,
2014). The doctrinal mode of religiosity refers to routinized and frequent rituals or other
collective behaviours (Whitehouse, 2002). Experiences that are characterised by the doctrinal
mode are thought to be stored in semantic memory systems (Whitehouse, 2018) and serve to
inform individual social behaviour, preserving traditions and conformity (Atkinson &
Whitehouse, 2011). Rituals within the doctrinal mode have been found to increase pro-group
cohesion, serving to sharpen the boundary between self and other (Whitehouse, 2018). While
rituals that are subsumed by the doctrinal mode are frequent and of low-intensity, rituals that
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are in the imagistic mode are infrequent, highly emotional, physiologically arousing, and are
encoded as episodic memories (Atkinson & Whitehouse, 2011; Whitehouse & Lanman,
2014). The powerful sensory-perceptual elements of rituals within the imagistic mode
increase the likelihood that such experiences will become ingrained in memory as key life
events. Consequently, the imagistic mode is most strongly associated with identity fusion
(Kapitány et al., 2018).
Imagistic rituals that feature elements of dysphoria are expected to be particularly
fusing (Whitehouse et al., 2017). During dysphoric rituals, individuals may be forced to
endure components of shaming or pain from traditions such as whipping, cutting, starvation,
and public humiliation, resulting in drastic spikes in physiological arousal (Whitehouse,
1996; Whitehouse et al., 2017; Whitehouse & Lanman, 2014). Such rituals are often causally
opaque (without obvious meaning), and cause frustration, dissonance, and anger, as
individuals attempt to come to terms with their experience (Kavanagh et al., 2018;
Whitehouse & Lanman, 2014). Rituals are also often important rites of passage. Therefore,
inclusion and participation is a societal expectation, rather than a personal choice (Kavanagh
et al., 2018; Whitehouse, 1996). As such, not only do individuals come to understand the
distress associated with dysphoria as personally shaping and self-significant, they are also
thought to perceive others as sharing similar attributions and meanings of the experience
(Whitehouse, 1996).
The dysphoric elements of the imagistic mode are replicated in non-ritual settings.
Most commonly, fusion has been associated with communities that have experienced
intergroup conflict (Buhrmester et al., 2015; Jong et al., 2015). Extreme intergroup conflict
such as terror attacks or wartime experiences often feature salient sensory elements, shared
action and dysphoria, as well as vivid demonstrations of the pro-group actions and intentions
of others (Heger & Gaertner, 2018). The fusing power of intergroup conflict was
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demonstrated in a study of Libyan revolutionary soldiers (Whitehouse et al., 2014), where it
was found that soldiers who fought at the frontline were more fused with other frontline
revolutionaries than with their family, and more fused than other non-frontline
revolutionaries. Fusion among frontline soldiers was constant regardless of actual
experiences of frontline action. Although only correlational, this research suggests the fusingpower of perceptions of shared dysphoria, the extension of fusion to extended communities,
and the existence of a non-genetic kin-matching system.
However, fusion is not specific to communities that have experienced intergroup
conflict (Kapitány et al., 2018; Kavanagh et al., 2018; Segal, Jong, & Halberstadt, 2018).
Rather, past research has identified that fusion is present across normative population
samples that have experienced dysphoric events (Fredman et al., 2015; Gómez et al., 2011).
Extreme pro-group behaviours and fusion have also been found in groups that have chosen to
engage in dysphoric actions. For example, football fans in both the United Kingdom and
Brazil continue to support their clubs despite the repetitive distress that follows losses
(Bortolini et al., 2018; Kavanagh et al., 2018; Newson et al., 2018a, 2018b). Further, fusion is
present in communities despite no obvious out-group. Most notably, a study of Christchurch
residents that experienced the 2012 earthquake found fusion to be strongly correlated with the
fear (a proxy for dysphoria) that was felt during the earthquake (Segal et al., 2018).
Dysphoria (over non-dysphoric) may be particularly fusing due to the processes of
enduring reflection that are instigated by negative experiences (Baumeister, Bratslavsky,
Finkenauer, & Vohs, 2001a; McLean & Mansfield, 2011; Whitehouse & Lanman, 2014).
Dysphoric experiences have been shown to stimulate reflection as individuals struggle to
assimilate negative experiences into their self-concept (Banks & Salmon, 2013; Whitehouse,
2018). Therefore, the complex cognitive process of assimilating negative experiences into the
self requires more enduring and more intense periods of reflection than non-dysphoric
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experience. Conversely, euphoria (which is also associated with fusion (Kavanagh et al.,
2018; Newson et al., 2016; Xygalatas, 2014)) is considered to be a less powerful mechanism
by which individuals become fused, as positive experiences are expected to fit with extant
self-concept and are therefore less likely to induce intense reflection (Baumeister et al., 2001;
Jong et al., 2015; McLean & Mansfield, 2011). Thus, it is the mechanism of reflection that
follows significant and usually dysphoric experience that is expected to facilitate fusion,
rather than the dysphoric experience alone (Jong et al., 2015; Mansfield, McLean, &
Lilgendahl, 2010).
Research has found direct links between reflection and fusion. Reflection is theorised
to lead to fusion by etching shared dysphoric experiences into the self-concept (Jong et al.,
2015; Whitehouse et al., 2017; Whitehouse & Lanman, 2014). As individuals reflect on
meaningful past experiences, richer interpretations of the experience are formed, and
connections are enabled between the current self-concept and how past experiences were
meaningful to current self-conceptualisations (Jong et al., 2015; Sebastian, Burnett, &
Blakemore, 2008; Whitehouse & Lanman, 2014). In the fusion literature, reflection has been
described as a process whereby self-memory links are made and then stored in
autobiographical memory systems (Jong et al., 2015; Whitehouse, 2018; Whitehouse &
Lanman, 2014). However, past research on links between reflection and fusion have used
single-item measures that tap the frequency and intensity of reflection, but do little to inform
how the content or process of establishing self-memory links leads to fusion.
The relationships among dysphoria, reflection, and fusion have empirical support
(Whitehouse et al., 2017). A study of Irish participants who experienced ‘The Troubles’, as
well as Bostonians who experience the Boston Marathon Bombings, revealed strong
associations between the frequency and intensity of self-reported reflection and fusion (Jong
et al., 2015). The authors then manipulated the reflection condition by asking an experimental
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group to reflect on their dysphoric experience. Their findings, which have since been
replicated in Segal et al. (2018), showed significantly higher fusion ratings following
reflection. Thus, reflection appears to mediate the dysphoria-to-fusion pathway (Jong et al.,
2015).
Therefore, it is theorised that – via reflective processes – dysphoric experiences have
the power to transform the self-concept (Newson, 2017a, 2017b; Newson et al., 2016). The
self-concept is built upon salient episodic memories (Jong et al., 2015; McAdams & McLean,
2013; McLean & Pratt, 2006; Thorne, McLean, & Lawrence, 2004). Fusion-inducing
experiences increase arousal and are likely to be consolidated in episodic memory
(Whitehouse & Lanman, 2014). However, it is by processes of enduring reflection that
memories become self-transformative, as individuals struggle to discern how an experience
fits within their own self-conceptualisation (Jong et al., 2015). Research suggests that fusioninducing experiences cannot only shape the self (Newson et al., 2016), but can also lead to a
change in how one conceives of oneself and the groups with which they identify (Newson et
al., 2018a; Newson et al., 2016). Therefore, an understanding of the key processes by which
reflection strengthens the self-concept is necessary to determine how fusion manifests.
Memory and Identity
Consistent with the hypothesis put forward in Whitehouse and Lanman (2014), the
relationship between memory and identity is well-established (Habermas & Bluck, 2000;
Habermas & de Silveira, 2008; Habermas & Paha, 2001; McAdams & McLean, 2013). Most
pertinently, autobiographical memory – which consists of self-relevant memories – underpins
the development of a personal identity (McAdams & McLean, 2013). That is, identity is
constructed upon transformative, emotionally intense, and vivid experiences that are
consolidated into long-term memory (McAdams, 2008). Memories become integrated with
perspective, understanding, and evaluations of self and others to create a personal history –
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one’s sense of who they were – which affords a sense of who they now are and may be in the
future (Fivush, 2011; Habermas & de Silveira, 2008; Habermas & Paha, 2001). More simply,
autobiographical memories are at the epicentre of identity and come to define one’s sense of
purpose and being in the world (Conway, 2005; Conway & Pleydell-Pearce, 2000; Conway,
Singer, & Tagini, 2004; Fivush, 2011; Jenkinson & Conway, 2012).
The autobiographical memory system contains both episodic and semantic memories
(Baddeley, 1992; Conway, 1996; Conway & Pleydell-Pearce, 2000; Greenberg & Rubin,
2003; Holland & Kensinger, 2010). Episodic memories are sensory-perceptual-conceptualaffective recollections of temporally dated, specific events (Conway, 2005; Tulving &
Murray, 1985). The sensory-perceptual qualities of memories feature strong emotional
content that may be re-experienced when recollecting a particular episode (Holland &
Kensinger, 2010).
While episodic memory pertains to the recollection of a personally experienced event,
semantic memory is comprised of self-knowledge, facts and schemata (Bluck & Levine,
1998). Thus, semantic aspects of autobiographical memory contain key information that is
gleaned from past experiences pertaining to rules and expectations and, as such, are
developed from the perspective of the socio-cultural context with which one interacts (Fivush
et al., 2011; Nelson & Fivush, 2004). Semantic memory is not only important for the self in
the present and future but also guides how and what memories are remembered as key
elements of the autobiographical self (Conway, 2005).
The interconnectedness between episodic and semantic memories in autobiographical
memory is further described by the Self-Memory System (SMS) (Figure 1) (Conway &
Pleydell-Pearce (2000). Briefly, the SMS separates into two distinct, but heavily
interdependent components – the working self and the autobiographical knowledge base. The
working self refers to a complex set of active goals and self-images, and interacts reciprocally
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with the constraints imposed by the autobiographical knowledge base. The autobiographical
knowledge base refers to the personally relevant knowledge and memories stored in longterm memory, that is, knowledge of the current self that has been formed from past
experiences (Bluck & Habermas, 2000; Conway, 2005). Within the autobiographical
knowledge base, information is organised hierarchically by level of abstraction.

Figure 1: The organisation of autobiographical memory in the Self-Memory System. Figure
adapted from Conway and Pleydell-Pearce (2000). Lifetime-periods are at the top of the
hierarchy and are linked thematically. General events are then located below, but contribute
to life-periods. Specific events are the lowest level and are conceptualised by numerous
single experiences that are synthesised into more general experiences.
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At the most basic level of the SMS is event specific knowledge (ESK). ESK contains
sensory-perceptual-conceptual-affective information, carries a high cognitive weight, and is
relatively inefficient (Baddeley, 2000). As such, few memories are stored and encoded as
ESK (Conway, 2005). However, memories that are high in emotional salience, physiological
arousal, and contain vivid sensory-perceptual information are strong candidates for encoding
into longer term memory as ESK (Cahill & McGaugh, 1998; Richert, Whitehouse, &
Stewart, 2005). The next level of the hierarchy contains General Event Knowledge, which
features memories for recurring experiences or memories that are grouped thematically
(Conway & Pleydell-Pearce, 2000). Memories at the general event level may include ESK,
but do so by contextualising the memory with other knowledge. At the next level of
abstraction are Life Periods, which represent general knowledge of others, common
locations, actions, plans, goals, and characteristics of a given period (Conway & PleydellPearce, 2000). Information stored as life periods has thematic links, but individuals can
specify landmark events that began and ended a given period (Conway & Pleydell-Pearce,
2000). Life periods also indicate an increasing cognitive sophistication, whereby memories
start to become grouped in regard to other memories (Chen, McAnally, Wang, & Reese,
2012).
Chen et al. (2012) demonstrated that there is a developmental progression ‘up’ the
SMS hierarchy. More specifically, for children around the age of five, autobiographical
memory consists of unrelated ESK, with no organisational structure (Piolino et al., 2007). In
the period from middle childhood to early adolescence, individuals begin to organise their
memories into general event knowledge, making thematic links between experiences (Chen
et al., 2012). In early to mid-adolescence, individuals group their memories into life periods
that show clear thematic and temporal associations between memories. This facilitates the
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grouping of memories into higher order themes (Chen, McAnally, & Reese, 2013; Chen et
al., 2012).
It is not until late adolescence or early adulthood, however, that memories become
integrated into an evolving, internalised, life story – the highest level of abstraction in
accordance with the SMS (Habermas & Bluck, 2000; Habermas & de Silveira, 2008;
Habermas & Reese, 2015; McAdams, 2001; McAdams & McLean, 2013). The life story is a
personal narrative of self-relevant information that is organised to provide a coherent account
of how past experiences have contributed to the self in the present (Bluck & Habermas, 2000;
Conway & Pleydell-Pearce, 2000; Habermas & Bluck, 2000). A coherent life-story
contextualises the self, providing a sense of stability across varying contexts and biological
change (Habermas & Reese, 2015; McAdams & McLean, 2013; Singer & Blagov, 2004).
The emergence of the life-story marks the establishment of a stable and consistent identity, a
milestone that is considered the preeminent psychosocial goal of adolescent development
(Habermas & Reese, 2015; McAdams, 2001).
The manifestation of the life story is underpinned by autobiographical reasoning
(Habermas, 2011; Habermas & Reese, 2015). Autobiographical reasoning refers to a selfreflective process that creates links between distant parts of one’s life (autobiographical
knowledge) and the self (working self), to relate the present self to one’s personal past and
future (Conway et al., 2004; Habermas, 2011; Habermas & Köber, 2015b; Wilson & Ross,
2003). Individuals form links between their past and present by thinking, talking, or writing
about their biographical past to establish a coherent account of how their past has shaped
their identity. Thus, autobiographical reasoning builds and uses the life story of identity, as
memories from past experiences come to define the self and orientate future behaviour (Chen
et al., 2012; Habermas & Bluck, 2000; Habermas & de Silveira, 2008; McLean & Pratt,
2006).
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The establishment of links between memories and the self in the life-story manifests
as a globally coherent narrative (Habermas & Bluck, 2000; Habermas & Paha, 2001). A key
form of global coherence is causal coherence or narrative meaning making (Habermas & de
Silveira, 2008). Causal coherence is a type of autobiographical reasoning that bridges change
or establishes self-continuity by connecting past experiences with current aspirations and
personalities (Habermas, 2011; Habermas & de Silveira, 2008). The establishment of causal
coherence affords self-understanding, as causal links between ‘who I am now as a result of
my personal past’ can be made (McLean & Pratt, 2006). Specifically, links of
transformations or turning points can be established, affording a sense of self-continuity
across personal change (McLean & Pratt, 2006). Such established links are important
psychosocially, as they provide information to self and others regarding present behaviour,
and are linked to psychological wellbeing (Baerger & McAdams, 1999).
Autobiographical reasoning, therefore, is the process by which memories become
embedded as enduring and self-shaping autobiographical memories. As stated earlier,
memories that are high in sensory-perceptual details and increase physiological arousal are
strong candidates for reflection and encoding into such systems. Moreover, experiences that
are incongruent with extant self-understanding are likely to compel prolonged
autobiographical reasoning, in attempts to glean self-relevance and maintain a positive selfbias (Taylor, 1991; Walker, Skowronski, & Thompson, 2003). Indeed, negative experiences
are processed for longer and more intensely than positive events (Chen et al., 2012). Thus,
autobiographical reasoning represents an underlying cognitive process whereby meaning
from past experiences is reconciled and incorporated into identity (Wilson & Ross, 2003).
Previous literature establishing a causal path to fusion is consistent with the
associated psychological literature on memory and identity. Specifically, fusion is believed to
manifest following shared episodes of dysphoria that are consolidated in episodic memory
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and come to transform the autobiographical self to include others. Ongoing research on the
fusion construct has identified reflective processes as a mechanism that mediates the
dysphoria to fusion relationship (Jong et al., 2015). Experiences of dysphoria are likely to
contain elements that will be consolidated as self-relevant episodic memories. Furthermore,
dysphoric experiences are likely to induce reflection as they may be experienced as feeling
particularly intense, and as such individuals may endure more longstanding reflection to
understand the self-meaning of these experiences. However, the effect of reflection has been
determined by asking individuals to engage in active reflection about a past experience
(e.g. recall as vividly as possible “the Boston Marathon Bombings that took place in April
2013” (Jong et al., 2015)). Although this form of ‘active reflective’ is associated with fusion,
it lacks ecological validity in that reflection will occur across time rather than when
prompted. Moreover, past measures of reflection in the fusion literature have been singleitem measures that represent an end-point of underlying cognitive processes, and therefore,
do not specify how shared experiences are incorporated into the autobiographical self – the
process of reflection. Autobiographical reasoning is a concrete and measurable form of the
process of reflection, and provides a well-documented account of how life-events become
embedded into a life-story of identity (McLean & Mansfield, 2011; Pasupathi & Mansour,
2006). In theory, by documenting autobiographical reasoning among fused individuals,
associations between reflection and identity fusion could be clarified.
The Present Study
The current study aims to explore the role of self-memory links in the manifestation
of identity fusion. The relationship between indicators of autobiographical reasoning, identity
fusion, and identification was investigated by comparing these constructs among family and
friend groups. Family and friend groups were selected as both family and friend fusion are
forms of local fusion, in which real rather than imagined experiences contribute to the
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manifestation of fusion (Swann et al., 2014; Swann et al., 2012). Local fusion was
specifically ‘targeted’ given the context of the study, where it was thought few individuals
would share a unified collective experience (e.g. an experience of terror, war, or natural
disaster). By selecting these two local forms of fusion, differences between memory
processes that contributed to family and friend fusion were also expected to be clarified.
Specifically, family fusion was expected to manifest as a consequence of both genetic links
alone, and also a combination of genetics and shared experiences. Conversely, friend fusion
should only manifest following shared experiences. Overall, it was hypothesised that if
autobiographical reasoning is the mechanism for which individuals integrate groups into the
self, then – following a shared self-defining experience – autobiographical reasoning about
that event should be strongly associated with fusion. From this over-arching hypothesis
several more specific hypotheses were derived.
Past research on altruism has demonstrated that kin-membership is the strongest
predictor of altruistic behaviour and altruism is ‘hard-wired’. As such, kin-based altruism
should not be dependent on significant past experiences or autobiographical reasoning.
Conversely, non-genetic altruism is expected to occur following transformative life-events
that are consistent with the imagistic mode of religiosity, whereby individuals are ‘triggered’
to engage in enduring reflection to make sense of how an experience informs who they are in
the present (Whitehouse & Lanman, 2014). Thus, from this theory, two hypotheses were
formed to be tested: Firstly, that fusion will be rated more highly for family than friend
groups, which reflects the genetic links to fusion that have been established in previous
literature plus the possibility of the shared experience pathway to fusion. Secondly, it was
hypothesised that fusion but not group identification would be associated with
autobiographical reasoning. To determine this hypothesised relationship, a measure of group
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identification was also included to differentiate fusion from a closely associated, but distinct
form of group alignment.
Autobiographical reasoning was measured primarily by using the causal coherence
(herein referred to as coherence) coding scheme developed in Reese et al. (2017). The
coherence coding scheme is aimed to tap the degree to which the participants can provide
rationale regarding how a past experience has influenced or changed their present self. A
second measure associated with autobiographical reasoning is the Event Centrality Scale
(herein referred to as centrality; Berntsen & Rubin, 2006), which determines the degree to
which an experience has become a central part of an individual’s sense of self. Thus, while
coherence is a measure of the process in which an experience becomes encoded into identity,
centrality is the outcome of which an experience has become encoded as an important event
in the development of one’s identity.
A second aim is to further determine what memory qualities are most associated with
fusion as compared to identification. Research has shown that negative (dysphoric) memories
undergo more exhaustive processes of autobiographical reasoning as individuals endeavour
to fit negative experiences into positive self-understandings (Baumeister, Bratslavsky,
Finkenauer, & Vohs, 2001b; McLean & Fournier, 2008). Similarly, dysphoric experiences
are more closely associated with fusion (although see Kavanagh et al., 2018), which I
theorise, may be a consequence of the enduring reflection that follows dysphoria. To test
such associations, two hypotheses were formed. The first was that fusion ratings would be
higher for negative than for positive memories and the second hypothesis is that negative, but
not positive memories would be associated with autobiographical reasoning.
The aforementioned hypotheses were tested among first and second year psychology
students. Previous research has suggested that autobiographical reasoning may be associated
with fusion from mid-adolescence onwards (Tasuji et al., 2019), and that autobiographical
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reasoning becomes mature by young adulthood (Habermas & Reese, 2015). Moreover, by
young adulthood, individuals have developed a stable and consistent identity, therefore, the
use of both measures of fusion and autobiographical reasoning are thought to be valid among
the current sample.

Experiment 1
Method
Participants
Participants were recruited through the University of Otago Psychology Department
participant pool, which is comprised of students completing 100- or 200-level psychology
papers. Participants received academic credit for their involvement in the study. In total 63
participants aged between 18 and 28 years (M = 20, SD = 2.81) completed the experiment
(19 male, 44 female). The largest ethnic group identified as New Zealand European (44%);
other identified ethnicities included Asian (25%), Maori (1%), Pacific Islander (1%), other
(10%), and no ethnicity provided (22%). Eighty percent of the participants identified English
as their first language. Socio-demographic information was determined using the highest
maternal education qualification (5.1% Intermediate, 27.1 High School, 10.2% Polytechnic,
44.1% Bachelor’s, 13.6% Postgraduate).
Materials
The entire experiment was conducted using MediaLab v2012 at the University of
Otago. The programme included a pictorial measure of fusion (Figure 2) as used in Gómez et
al. (2011) and Swann et al. (2010) and adapted verbal measures of fusion and identification
as used in Tasuji et al. (2019) (Appendix A and Appendix B). The measures were previously
adapted for adolescents and were used in the current study to enable cross-sample
comparisons. Memory narratives were typed directly into the MediaLab programme.
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Procedure and Measures
All participants attended a single experimental session that generally lasted around 45
minutes in a multiple computer laboratory within the University of Otago Psychology
Department. Participants were greeted by one of two researchers, seated at a loaded
computer, were asked to read through an information sheet (see Appendix C), and asked to
sign the consent form (Appendix D), provided they had no objections or concerns.
Participants then completed a demographic sheet (Appendix E) before the study commenced.
Between one and seven participants completed the study at any given time.
The experiment was separated into two experimental orders and participants were
randomly assigned to either order. In the first order, participants were given the onscreen
prompt “please think about your family or a specific family member that you are particularly
close to. Press continue when you are ready”. Participants were then prompted to respond to
a pictorial measure of fusion following the prompt: “In this picture, pretend that you’re the
little circle and the family member you thought of is the big circle. Please click the button
underneath the picture that best represents your relationship”. Next, participants completed
an adapted five-item verbal measure of fusion and a six-item group identification scale
(Tasuji et al., 2019; Ashforth & Mael, 1989), which were responded to using a five point
likert scale (1 = totally disagree, 5 = totally agree). The measure of identification was adapted
from Ashforth and Mael’s original scale, and has been shown to be the measure of
identification that is most strongly associated with both the pictorial and verbal measures of
fusion (Swann, Gomez, & Huici, 2010).
Participants then moved onto the memory component of the experiment. Significant
memory narratives were elicited using a similar procedure to the one used in McLean and
Pratt (2006); however, rather than directly asking for turning points, participants were
prompted to “please write about a significant memory that includes your family or a family
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member that you are particularly close to. This memory can be from any time of your life and
can be either negative or positive. Try and remember as much as possible about your
memory and include as many details as you can remember”. This prompt was specifically
used to determine whether autobiographical reasoning was elicited without directly
prompting for it. In doing so it was thought that the most significant, self-defining memories
would present as the most coherent memory narratives. At the completion of the writing
component, self-memory links were assessed using the 7-item Centrality of Event Scale
(Appendix F) (Berntsen & Rubin, 2006). Responses were recorded on a 5-point likert scale (1
= totally disagree, 5 = totally agree). The Centrality of Event Scale was designed to assess the
degree to which experiences (originally traumatic) are integrated into one’s identity (Berntsen
& Rubin, 2005), which is the outcome of the process of autobiographical reasoning. This
process was then repeated, but for friends, rather than family.
In the alternative order, the script and memory prompts remained the same; however,
participants wrote their memory narrative and then responded to the memory scale items first.
Following this, participants were asked to respond to the pictorial measure of fusion, verbal
measure of fusion, and the verbal measure of group identification. This counterbalanced
order was used to determine if reflection (by prompting a memory) impacted the degree to
which individuals rated their alignment with family or friends. Family memories were
elicited before friend memories in both experimental conditions. At the conclusion of the
experiment, participants were prompted to alert the experimenter and were given a debriefing
sheet that included the aim, main hypotheses, and experimental design (Appendix G). All the
scales that contained multiple items were then transformed and mean scale scores were
calculated.
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Figure 2. Pictorial measure of Fusion: The Inclusion of Other in Self Scale.
Significant Memory Narratives Coding
Autobiographical reasoning was measured by coding memory narratives for causal
coherence (CC) (Chen et al., 2012) adapted from Habermas & de Silveira (2008) (Appendix
H). The CC coding scheme specifically assesses the extent to which participants make links
between events and changes to personality or life perspectives, with all narratives coded on a
4-point scale. Narratives were given a coding rating of 0 if their memory did not make
reference to any changes or realisations of personality or personal development; for example,
“when I was 12 my family and I used to go to Christchurch every summer and one time we
saw dolphins”. A coding rating of 1 was given if the narrative referred to or implied changes
in personality or personality development but did not articulate how the memory changed
their life. For example, the conclusion, “I was a very arrogant person then” uses past tense to
suggest a change has occurred (they are now less arrogant) without explicitly describing how
this change occurred. A rating of 2 was given when the participant provided an explicit
account of their change in personality, but did not explain why a change in personality had
occurred. For example, the narrative “… As a consequence of watching true crime shows I
became really anxious and unsafe. Knowing my dad would come with me downstairs every
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morning, really helped me overcome my anxiety, which I am really thankful for” provides an
explanation that the participant’s anxiety had been overcome, but how this change occurs is
not clear. A rating of 3 was assigned to memory narratives that described developments of or
changes in personality in regard to motives or causes that precipitated such change, and
evaluations of how this change impacted them in the present are made explicit. For example,
this participant concluded their narrative about going to boarding school by writing, “I was
scared and felt homesick even before I had left, but it was then that I realised how much I
loved my parents and I reflect on this whenever I feel ungrateful and it really helps.” This
narrative clearly indicates how this experience changed their personality in regard to their
views and relationship with their parents and also how such an experience continues to
inform behaviour.
To determine inter-rater reliability, 25% of the memory narratives were randomly
selected and coded independently by both experimenters. Reliability was determined using
intraclass correlational analysis based on a 95% confidence interval with a 2-way mixedeffects model, absolute-agreement and average rater (k=2), for both family and friend
narratives. Overall, reliability was in the good range for both family (.82) and friends (.86).
After coding for reliability, any disagreements in ratings were resolved in person and the
remaining narratives were split evenly for independent coding from both experimenters.
Results
Preliminary Analyses
From the original sample of 63, the data from four participants could not be analysed
due to computer error. The usable data from the remaining 59 subjects were included in the
final analyses. The memory narrative data from one subject was omitted as they appear to
have misinterpreted the prompt, only providing event titles, which could not be coded.
Another subject provided a narrative only for the family memory. In total, 58 family memory
narratives and 57 friend memory narratives were included for analyses. The descriptive
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statistics for the narrative characteristics, including the centrality of event scale and
developmental consequentiality, are included in Table 1. The descriptive statistics for the

fusion, identification, and centrality ratings are included in Table 2. All statistical analyses
were completed using SPSS version 24.
Table 1.
Descriptive Statistics for Autobiographical Memory Characteristics for Family and Friends.
Family
Friend
N

M

SD

N

M

SD

Coherence

58

.64

0.92

57

.89

.93

Centrality

59

3.27

.87

59

3.45

1.03

Length

59

149.84

109.61

57

135.09

77.70

Table 2.
Descriptive Statistics for Measures of Fusion and Identification for Family and Friends
Family
Friend
N

M

SD

N

M

SD

Pictorial Fusion

59

3.56

1.10

59

3.39

1.03

Verbal Fusion

59

4.38

.60

59

4.27

.53

Identification

59

4.18

.71

59

3.83

.73

Order effects. The order effect of memory narratives on fusion and identification (i.e.
does prompting a shared memory before ratings of group alignment increase group
alignment?) was examined using independent sample t-tests with experimental order as the
grouping variable and fusion and identification as the tested variables. No order effects were
found for family fusion (t(57) = -.21, p = .83) or family identification (t(57) = -1.05, p = .30),
nor for friend fusion (t(57) = .33 p = .75) or friend identification (t(57) = 1.07, p = .29).
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Reliability analysis of fusion and identification measures. A Cronbach’s alpha

analysis was conducted to determine the internal reliability of both the adapted verbal fusion
and identification measures. The 5-item verbal measure of fusion shows internal reliabilities
of (ɑ = .74) for family and (ɑ = .68) for friends. The adapted identification measures were
found to have adequate reliability (ɑ = .76) in regard to both family and friends, which is
similar to past alpha values (e.g. ɑ = .79) in similar sample populations (Jones & Volpe,
2011). All the measures of group alignment were included in the analyses; however, due to
the lesser internal reliabilities, particularly of the verbal measure of fusion, findings need to
be interpreted with a degree of caution. To gain further information as to the degree the
measures of group alignment were assessing the same or similar constructs, Pearson’s onetailed correlational analyses were conducted, as associations between fusion and
identification are expected to be positive (Gómez et al., 2011). These correlations are shown
in Table 3. All the measures were significantly inter-correlated with the exception of family
pictorial fusion with identification.
Table 3.
Correlations between Fusion and Identification for both Family and Friends.
Family
Friend
Pictorial Fusion Verbal Fusion
Pictorial Fusion Verbal Fusion
Pictorial Fusion
Verbal Fusion

.55**

-

.49**

-

Identification

.21

.62**

.29*

.52**

** p < .01 one-tailed
* p < .05 one-tailed
Memory measures. A frequency analysis of the collected memory narratives
revealed that there was an uneven distribution of narrative coherence ratings, as over 60% of
the family narratives and 45% of the friend narratives were rated as not demonstrating any
autobiographical reasoning (were coded as 0). Participants also tended to write about more
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positive past experiences in general; this pattern was exaggerated when memories were
related to a friend or friend group (see Figure 3).

100
90

Percentage

80
70
60
50

Positive

40

Negative

30
20
10
0
Family

Memory group

Friend

Figure 3: Percentage of positive and negative narratives for family and friend groups.
The relationship between coherence and centrality was analysed using Pearson’s onetailed correlation analyses to determine whether participants were selecting memories that
were meaningful to their current sense of identity. One-tail correlations were used for all
associations between centrality and autobiographical reasoning as these constructs have been
shown to be positively correlated in past research (Banks & Salmon, 2013; Krettenauer &
Mosleh, 2013). Memory length was also included as an exploratory variable as it was
considered that longer narratives may be more coherent. Significant correlations were found
between family and friend centrality and coherence (r(56) = .45, p = .01; r(56) = .28, p = .04,
respectively), indicating that narratives with higher levels of autobiographical reasoning were
also likely to be rated as more central to one’s identity. Memory length was not associated
with either coherence or centrality and as such memory length was not included in any
further analyses
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Main Analyses
Hypothesis 1: Individuals would be more highly fused with their family than friend group.
To test this hypothesis, paired sample t-tests were conducted comparing both fusion
and identification ratings between family and friend groups. Overall, these analyses indicated
that ratings on the fusion measures did not differ between groups (t(58) = 1.02, p = .31; t(58)
= 1.21, p = .23 for pictorial and verbal fusion respectively). Conversely, ratings of
identification toward family were significantly higher than ratings of identification toward a
friend group (t(58) = 3.45, p =.01).
Hypothesis 2: Fusion but not identification will be associated with autobiographical
reasoning for friends and family.
Pearson’s one-tailed point biserial correlation analyses were used to determine
associations between fusion, identification and autobiographical reasoning, and are presented
in Table 4. One-tailed correlations were used to determine all associations between the
memory measures and group alignment, as positive associations between reflection and
fusion have been shown in past research (Jong et al., 2015). Point biserial correlations were
indicated as the majority of the narratives demonstrated no coherence. The analyses revealed
that coherence was positively associated with pictorial fusion with family and verbal fusion
with friends. A further Pearson’s one-tailed correlation analysis was performed to determine
associations between centrality and the group alignment measure, as done in Tasuji et al.
(2019). Centrality was found to be associated with pictorial fusion with family and verbal
fusion with friends. Identification was not associated with either of the memory measures.
Thus, higher ratings of both autobiographical reasoning and centrality were associated with
fusion for family and friends; however, the associations varied between the fusion measures
when in relation to family (pictorial) and friends (verbal).
Hypothesis 3a: Negative memories will be associated with higher levels of fusion than
positive memories.
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Hypothesis 3b: Negative and not positive memories will be associated with autobiographical
reasoning.
To determine an effect of memory valence on the average ratings of fusion regardless
of autobiographical reasoning, independent sample t-tests on group alignment were
conducted with memory valence as the grouping variable. Overall, memory valence was not
found to significantly change any of the measures of group alignment (Table 5). The effect of
memory valence on coherence was then determined using independent sample t-tests with
valence as the grouping variable. No significant differences were found for either family
(t(54) = .04, p = .97) or friends (t(28) = .83, p = .41).
Table 4:
Correlations between Memory Characteristics and Measures of Fusion and Identification for
Family and Friend Groups.
Family
Pictorial Fusion
Verbal Fusion
Identification
Coherence

.26*

.09

.08

Centrality

.23*

.21

.17

Pictorial Fusion

Verbal Fusion

Identification

Coherence

.06

.28*

.11

Centrality

.09

.33**

.17

Friends

** p < .01, one-tailed
* p < .05, one-tailed
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Table 5:
Independent Sample t-tests of Fusion and Identification Grouped by Memory Valence.
Assessment measure
Family
Friends
Pictorial Fusion
t(55) = -.38, p =.70
t(55) = 1.31, p =.19
Verbal Fusion

t(55) =-.35, p =.73

t(55) =.61, p =.55

Identification

t(55) =-.09, p =.93

t(55) = -.90, p =.37

Despite not finding an effect of memory valence on fusion and autobiographical
reasoning, an exploration of the role of memory valence on associations between
autobiographical reasoning and fusion was conducted to inform further research. To do so,
separate one-tailed Pearson’s correlations were conducted between fusion and memory
measures as a function of memory valence. Overall, there were no correlations between
fusion or identification with any of the memory measures when participants wrote about
negative experiences for both family and friends (see Table 6). However, there were
associations between fusion and autobiographical reasoning when participants narrated
positive experiences.
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Table 6.
Correlations between Memory Characteristics and Group Alignment split by Memory
Valence for Family and Friends.
Family
Coherence
Centrality
Positive
Pictorial Fusion

.30*

.50*

Verbal Fusion

.15

.33*

Identification

.06

.20

Pictorial Fusion

.23

-.02

Verbal Fusion

.11

.07

Identification

.18

.16

Coherence

Centrality

Pictorial Fusion

.01

.13

Verbal Fusion

.35*

.51**

Identification

.03

.39**

Pictorial Fusion

.14

-.05

Verbal Fusion

.08

.08

Identification

.29

-.04

Negative

Friend
Positive

Negative

** p < .01 one-tailed
* p < .05 one-tailed
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Discussion
The current experiment aimed to explore relationships between identity fusion and the
reflective process of autobiographical reasoning whereby memories of shared experiences are
bought closer to the self (Bluck, Alea, Habermas, & Rubin, 2005; Habermas, 2011). In past
research, causal links between fusion and significant shared experiences – particularly
dysphoric experiences – have been found, but as yet, the process in which one becomes
fused, remains unclear. I suggested that processes of autobiographical reasoning underpin the
path to fusion and, in an attempt to fill the research gap, links between fusion,
autobiographical reasoning, and memory valence were investigated using an undergraduate
sample. The majority of the coded narratives, however, showed little or no coherence,
suggesting issues with the prompt used to elicit the narratives. Despite this issue, the main
hypothesis – that fusion but not identification would be associated with autobiographical
reasoning – was supported. There were no differences in fusion ratings between family and
friend groups, and memory valence had no effect on fusion ratings for family or friends. In
light of these findings, several key and promising inferences about a possible path to fusion
were enabled.
The first prediction, that fusion would be rated more highly for family than friends,
was not supported, as there were no significant differences between family and friend ratings.
Identification was, however, more highly rated for family than friends. This pattern appears
to suggest that the young adult participant group may have been less fused with their family
and more identified with their friends compared to other age groups. Research has shown that
in emerging adulthood, individuals aspire to define their own identity that is distinct from
their families (Meeus, Iedema, Maassen, & Engels, 2005) and also come to identify more
closely with their friends (Levpušček, 2006). Thus, our finding is consistent with some of the
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past literature on identity development, but not the past fusion literature (e.g. Vázquez et al.,
2017), where genetic relatedness has been shown to predict greater fusion.
The prediction that fusion but not identification would be related to autobiographical
reasoning was supported, as both autobiographical reasoning and centrality were associated
with fusion, but not identification. These findings are consistent with past theory
(Whitehouse, 2018; Whitehouse & Lanman, 2014) and past research (Jong et al., 2015;
Newson, Buhrmester, & Whitehouse, 2016) on the role of reflection and memory processes
in the manifestation of fusion, but extend the findings to aspects of the actual memory
narratives. Despite these promising findings, associations between autobiographical
reasoning and fusion were not consistent across the fusion scales, as autobiographical
reasoning was associated with pictorial fusion with family and verbal fusion with friends.
This inconsistency is most likely attributable to a lack of validity regarding the adapted
verbal scale of fusion.
Alternatively, the pictorial measure of fusion was validated among extended groups
(Swann, Gómez, Seyle, Morales, & Huici, 2009), and as such may be less accurate at
measuring the construct for local groups. This may especially be the case regarding a friend
group, as emerging adulthood is a period whereby one’s sense of distinct identity that is
separate from others is burgeoning (Schwartz, Côté, & Arnett, 2005; Schwartz, Zamboanga,
Luyckx, Meca, & Ritchie, 2013). As such, the depiction of others within one’s self may be
particularly affronting to this age group, compared to the verbal measure. Therefore, the
degree to which individuals rated fusion may have been somewhat attenuated.
The hypothesis that negative memories would be more fusing than positive memories
was not supported. Indeed, memory valence was not found to have an effect on any of the
group alignment measures, which is contrary to prior research that has used similar
undergraduate samples (Gómez, Morales, Hart, Vázquez, & Swann, 2011; Newson et al.,
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2016; Swann et al., 2014). However, research published after the current study was
conducted has emphasised the ‘fusing power’ of positive memories (Kavanagh, Jong,
McKay, & Whitehouse, 2018). As such, research appears to be converging on the role of
event intensity, rather than valence, as predictive of fusion (Kavanagh et al, 2019; Newson et
al., 2016; Swann & Talaifar, 2018). Given that negative experiences are more likely to be
interpreted as intense (Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Finkenauer, & Vohs, 2001), this finding
remains somewhat unexpected.
Similarly, the current findings do not support the hypothesised association between
autobiographical reasoning and negative memories. Analyses of the memory measures
revealed that the participants tended to write more positive than negative memories overall.
The trend of writing positive and not negative memories likely reflects the demographic used
in the current study. More specifically, the majority of the participants noted that they come
from highly educated backgrounds, and are currently studying at tertiary level, which are
known protective factors for experiencing ‘significant’ negative life events (McLean, Wood,
& Breen, 2013; Raknes et al., 2017). Nevertheless, research has demonstrated that similar
sample groups are likely to have experienced numerous negative life events, and these
negative experiences have been documented in memory narratives (Kuwabara & Pillemer,
2010; Lyubomirsky & Nolen-Hoeksema, 1995; McAdams et al., 2006). Thus, it is possible
that the memory prompt was ineffective at eliciting negative memories, or that the
participants were reluctant to disclose negative memories. Consequently, reflection inducing
experiences that may lead to fusion may have been omitted.
Subjective observations of the narratives also suggested that negative memories
appeared to feature elements of interpersonal conflict (e.g. disputes with friends). Although
fusion is expected to be temporally stable, significant disagreements with a group may lessen
identification and even lead to defusion (Fredman et al., 2015). Thus, the current findings
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may be accounted for by either lower levels of fusion among a group without significant,
negative, fusion-inducing experiences, or a combination of fusing negative experiences and
defusing interpersonal experiences. An investigation into a possible defusion process is
beyond the scope of the current research but provides an interesting topic for future research.
In an exploration of the effect of memory valence on associations between fusion and
autobiographical reasoning, several informing findings were unearthed. Notably, associations
between coherence, centrality, and fusion were found when both family and friend narratives
were positive but not negative. These unpredicted findings may be further suggestive of a
defusion process, whereby negative shared experiences may lessen fusion with a group.
However, these findings may also be accounted for by the defusing effects of interpersonal
conflict that repeatedly presented within the narratives, rather than the shared dysphoria that
has been associated with fusion in past findings. Narratives featuring interpersonal conflict
may be highly coherent, but would be likely to reduce, rather than produce fusion.
Alternatively, positive shared experiences may have served to confirm the status of
one’s sense of who they are, similar to what Pillemer (2001) referred to as anchoring events
of the life story. In narrating anchoring events, participants would be likely to have made
memory-to-self links, which would manifest in higher causal coherence, but not changes in
identity fusion. To overcome any potential impacts of higher ratings of autobiographical
reasoning that are derived from ‘anchoring events’, future research would benefit from using
a prompt that taps past experiences that caused a change in one’s sense of who they are or
how they see themselves.
Although many of the hypothesised links between fusion, coherence and centrality
were found, the findings in the current experiment may have been affected by methodological
issues. Perhaps most pertinently, the coded memory narratives showed low levels of causal
coherence, which is likely to have attenuated the links with fusion. Low levels of rated
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coherence are likely to be a consequence of using a new prompt. Prior research that used
similar participant groups, but a different narrative prompt, generated more variable
distributions of causal coherence (Chen et al., 2012; Habermas & de Silveira, 2008;
Habermas & Paha, 2001).
Another issue was that the adapted verbal measure of fusion, which shows borderline
reliability, may not have been accurately measuring fusion. The internal reliability of the
adapted verbal measure of fusion (ɑ = 0.68 – 0.74) was significantly lower than that found
among undergraduates using the original scale (ɑ = .88) (Gómez et al., 2011). However,
correlations between the verbal fusion measure with pictorial fusion were within the same
range (r = .43 to r = .68) to those demonstrated in Gómez et al. (2011). The adapted measure
of identification was also found to show similar-sized correlations with verbal fusion when
compared with past research comparing the measures (Gómez et al., 2011; Swann et al.,
2009). Due to these discrepancies, and the unknown effect that the adapted scales may be
having on the current findings, a second study that used valid measures of fusion and
identification was constructed.
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Experiment 2
The analysis from Experiment 1 revealed some promising links between fusion,
coherence, and centrality. Several methodological and theoretical shortcomings, however,
reduced the interpretability of the experiment. To address these shortcomings, a second
experiment was designed that aimed to address the measurement issues identified in
Experiment 1. Additional scale items pertaining to the characteristics of past experiences
were also included to provide possible insights into the ‘how and which’ memories or
experiences are candidates for autobiographical reasoning that may lead to fusion.
To improve the distribution of coherence ratings from the written narratives, a
validated turning point narrative prompt was adopted. Turning points are key narratives of
the life story and are defined as concrete episodes that redirect a ‘life plan’ and drive the
pursuit of new goals (Baerger & McAdams, 1999; McLean & Pratt, 2006; Pillemer, 2001b).
Written turning-point narratives have been used to derive meaning-making and coherence in
past research with comparable sample groups (McLean & Pratt, 2006; Waters & Fivush,
2015). Turning points are also expected to tap constructs from fusion theory about
‘transformative’ shared life experiences (Jong et al., 2015; Whitehouse & Martin, 2004).
Specifically, both transformative life experiences and turning points emphasise a change in
one’s sense of identity, which leads to the redefinition of life goals and behaviours in pursuit
of their sense of change (Conway & Pleydell-Pearce, 2000; McLean & Pratt, 2006; Newson,
2017b). Therefore, not only is the use of the validated turning point narrative prompt
expected to lead to a wider distribution of coherence ratings, but it is also aligned more
closely with past fusion research.
Another key change is the inclusion of the validated measures of both group
identification (Mael & Ashforth, 1992) and verbal fusion (Gómez et al., 2011). As such, the
5-point likert scale used in the previous study was replaced with a 7-point likert scale and the
original scale items replaced the modified items used in study 1. As the verbal measure of
fusion is a more accurate predictor of fusion than the pictorial measure, the pictorial measure
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was removed as it was considered redundant (Gómez et al., 2011).
As well as the aforementioned changes, two extra scale items were included to
provide further insights into the hypothesised autobiographical reasoning to fusion link.
Firstly, a single-item measure of self-transformativeness adapted from Newson (2017b) was
included. The measure was adapted as previous versions of the measure feature two items,
one regarding dysphoric experiences and the other regarding euphoric experience. As the
current study asked for only one memory narrative, the words euphoric and dysphoric were
removed for a single-item measure. This measure of self-transformativeness was expected to
account for the degree to which an individual acknowledges an event has impacted or
changed their personal identity (Newson, 2017b; Whitehouse, 2018). More specifically, selftransformativeness was included to provide extra information regarding memory-self links.
Further, the measure was expected to represent an outcome of the process of autobiographical
reasoning about significant events (Singer & Blagov, 2004; Newson, 2017). Selftransformativeness has been shown to predict fusion (Bortolini et al., 2018; Newson et al.,
2018a, 2018b). Therefore, by including this item in the current study, insights into a more
complete path to fusion may be established.
An Event Intensity scale (intensity) as used in Rubin, Schrauf, and Greenberg (2003)
was also included. The findings from the first study suggested that both positive and negative
experiences are equally associated with fusion. Links between fusion and autobiographical
reasoning split by valence were likely to be confounded by the defusing effect of
interpersonal conflict, which featured in several narratives. These factors, alongside recent
findings that have demonstrated the fusing effects of euphoric experiences (e.g. Kavanagh et
al., 2019), suggest that intensity, rather than valence, is more important for fusion. As such,
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memory valence was omitted from the remainder of the research, and measures of event
intensity were added to the second study.
The association between intensity and fusion has also been established in past
research (Newson et al., 2016; Swann et al., 2012; Whitehouse & Lanman, 2014). Indeed,
intense memories have been placed as causal antecedents to fusion (Jong et al., 2015;
Whitehouse et al., 2017). Conversely, group identification should be established by processes
of self-categorisation, which may or may not be associated with the experiencing of an
intense past experience (Swann et al., 2012). Further, connections between intensity,
memory, and autobiographical reasoning are also well-established (Conway et al., 2004; Cox
& McAdams, 2014; Singer & Blagov, 2004). However, explicit links between intense
experiences, autobiographical reasoning, and fusion are yet to be demonstrated, despite these
strong theoretical links. Similarly, the effect of intensity on autobiographical reasoning and
fusion as compared to identification has also not been explored. Therefore, the inclusion of
the intensity scale may provide additional insights as to the conditions in which fusion
manifests.
In light of these additional scales, some changes to the hypotheses of the previous
study were indicated. Despite these changes, the aim of the present study remains the same,
which is to explore the memory processes and characteristics that may lead to fusion. More
specifically, by comparing two forms of local fusion (family and friends) with identification,
it is hoped the path to fusion can be further explicated and compared with a non-fusion form
of group alignment. To achieve this aim, several hypotheses were constructed. Consistent
with the first experiment, it was hypothesised that autobiographical reasoning would be
associated with fusion, but not identification for both family and friend groups. The second
hypothesis aimed to explore links between fusion and memory intensity. To do so, it was
hypothesised that intensity would be associated with fusion, but not identification for family
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and friend groups. The expected role of intensity was also to be furthered by exploring
whether associations between autobiographical reasoning and fusion vary across levels of
intensity. It was hypothesised that highly intense experiences would strengthen the

relationship between autobiographical reasoning and fusion. Finally, it was hypothesised that
autobiographical reasoning, which includes a process of meaning-making, would lead to
fusion if participants considered an experience to be self or identity-defining. Thus, outcomes
of autobiographical reasoning (centrality and self-transformativeness) were hypothesised as
mediators of the theorised autobiographical reasoning to fusion relationship (Figure 4). In
other words, fusion is expected to be a consequence of an experience that changed selfunderstanding, and one’s self-understanding is an outcome of autobiographical reasoning.

Selftransformativeness/
Centrality

Coherence

Fusion

Figure 4. Proposed mediator relationship between coherence and fusion through
self-transformativeness or Centrality

Method
Participants
As in the previous experiments, participants were recruited through the University of
Otago Psychology Department participant pool, which is comprised of students completing
100- or 200-level psychology papers. Participants received one academic credit for their
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involvement in the study. In total, 81 participants aged between 18 and 36 (M = 20.19, mode
= 20) completed the experiment (17 male, 64 female). The largest ethnic group identified as
New Zealand European (63.5%); other identified ethnicities included Asian (7.5%), Māori
(11%), Pacific Islander (1%), and other (17%). Of the 81 participants, 88% indicated English
was their first language. Socio-demographic information was determined using the highest
maternal education qualification (4.9% Intermediate, 27.2% High School, 14.8%, 49.4%
Bachelor’s, 18.5% Postgraduate).
Procedure and Measures
All participants attended a single experimental session that generally lasted around 45
minutes in a multiple computer laboratory within the University of Otago Psychology
Department. Between one and eight participants completed the study at any given time.
Participants were greeted by an experimenter, seated at a pre-loaded computer, were asked to
read through the information sheet and asked to sign the consent form, provided they had no
objections or concerns. Participants then completed a sheet pertaining to demographic
information. Between one and eight participants completed the study at any time during data
collection.
The entire experiment was conducted using MediaLab v2012. Only one experimental
order was used given the lack of order effects found in the first experiment. Family memory
narratives were elicited using the validated turning point narrative prompt as used in
McAdams (1995) and Reese (2015): “Please write about an event you shared with your
family or a family member that changed your life or the type of person you are. As you write
about the event you have in mind, please describe, in detail, what happened, where you were,
who was involved, what you did, and what you were thinking and feeling during the event.
Also, try to convey what impact this event had on you, and why it is an important event in
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your life”. Participants were also provided with a pen and paper to write ideas on and this
paper was discarded at the conclusion of the experiment.
At the completion of the memory narratives, participants responded to a series of
scale items that pertained to their written memories. As in the previous study, the event
centrality scale was responded to using a 5-point likert scale (1 = disagree strongly; 5 = agree
strongly). The single-item measure of self-transformativeness “To what extent has the event
you described shaped you as a person?” as used in Newson et al. (2016) was then responded
to, followed by the intensity scale (Appendix I). Both the self-transformativeness item and
the Intensity Scale were rated on the same 5-point likert scale (1 = Not at all ; 5 =
significantly). The measures of identification (Appendix B) and fusion (Appendix A) utilised
the original 7-point likert scales they were validated using (1 = totally disagree; 7 = totally
agree). All scales that contained multiple items were analysed as composite variables.
This exact order was then repeated but for friend or friend group in place of family
(“Please write about an event you shared with your friends or a friend that changed your life
or the type of person you are. As you write about the event you have in mind, please describe,
in detail, what happened, where you were, who was involved, what you did, and what you
were thinking and feeling during the event. Also, try to convey what impact this event had on
you, and why it is an important event in your life”). At the conclusion of the experiment,
participants were prompted to alert the experimenter and were given a debriefing sheet that
included the aim, main hypotheses, and experimental design (the same as Study 1).
Memory Narratives Coding
The same coding scheme as used in Experiment 1 was applied to the current study.
Inter-rater reliability was again established using 25% of the memory narratives that were
randomly selected and then coded independently by two coders. Separate intraclass
correlation analyses were conducted on the family and friend narratives based on a 95%
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confidence interval and using a 2-way mixed-effects model, absolute-agreement and average
rater (k=2). Reliability was in the excellent range for both family (.92) and friends (.96).
After coding for reliability, any disagreements in ratings were resolved in person.

Results
Preliminary Analyses
From the original sample of 81, datum from one participant was lost. As such, the
data from the remaining 80 participants were used for the analyses. The descriptive statistics
for the measures of group alignment are presented in Table 7 and the descriptive statistics for
the items associated with memory are presented in Table 8. The family memory narratives of
three participants had to be deleted from the analyses as they provided recurring or ongoing
narratives, rather than single event narratives “There is no one specific event with this person
which I feel changed my life, or who I am. I feel that the events that have occurred involving
them, over the years, are what have shaped me as a person”. The data from two friend
narratives were lost as participants wrote their narratives on an incorrect page of the
experiment, and two other participants wrote narratives about their family rather than friends.
All statistical analyses were completed using SPSS version 24.
Table 7.
Descriptive Statistics for Measures of Fusion and Identification for Family and Friends
Family
Friend
N
M
SD
N
M
SD
Fusion
80
5.19
1.06
80
4.66
1.32
Identification

80

5.11

1.00

80

4.61

1.33
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Table 8.
Descriptive Statistics of the Memory Measures for both Family and Friends.
Family
Friend
N
M
SD
N
M
Coherence
77
1.60
.96
76
1.50

SD
.92

Self-Transformativeness

80

3.66

.81

80

3.61

.89

Intensity

80

3.80

.61

80

3.81

.63

Centrality

80

4.04

.60

80

3.94

.63

Comparisons of family and friend ratings of fusion and identification. Pearson’s
one-tailed correlations were conducted to determine any associations between identification
and fusion for family and friend groups. Significant correlations between fusion and
identification were found between family (r(79) = .49, p = .01) and friends (r(79) = .70, p =
.01). Paired sample t-tests were conducted on each of the measures of group alignment to
test differences between ratings of the measures of group alignment toward family and friend
groups. The analyses revealed significantly higher ratings toward family over friends on both
the measure of fusion (t(79) = 3.29, p < 0.01); and identification (t(79) = 3.50, p < 0.01).
Memory measures. One of the aims of the current experiment was to elicit a wider
range of coherence ratings, and also a distribution of memory valences. Participants wrote a
large number of negative family narratives (77% of the overall narratives). Conversely, friend
narratives were more evenly distributed between positive (51%) and negative (49%). To
check the distribution of the coherence ratings, skewness was analysed and indicated that
both the family and friend coherence ratings were normally distributed (skewness = -.01 SE =
0.27, kurtosis = -.95 SE = 0.54; skewness = 0.00 SE = 0.28 and kurtosis = -0.78 SE = 0.55
respectively) and ranged from 0 to 3.
One-tailed Pearson’s correlations were conducted on the memory measures for both
family and friends to screen for multicollinearity; all correlations are presented in Table 9.
The findings indicated that coherence was not related to any of the other memory measures in
regard to family. Conversely, friend coherence was significantly associated with self-
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transformativeness and centrality, but not intensity. Self-transformativeness and centrality
were strongly correlated for both family and friends. Although there were a number of

significant correlations, only family self-transformativeness and centrality are suggestive of
multicollinearity (Vatcheva, Lee, McCormick, & Rahbar, 2016).
Table 9:
Correlations between the Memory Measures for Family and Friends.
Family
2.

Friends

Measure

1.

3.

1. Coherence

-

2. Centrality

.14

-

3. Self-Trans

.14

.71**

-

4. Intensity

.09

.48**

.48**

Measure

1.

1. Coherence

-

2. Centrality

.23*

-

3. Self-Trans

.30**

.69**

-

.16

.47**

.49**

4. Intensity

2.

3.

Note. Self-trans pertains to the measure of self-transformativeness.
** p < .01 one-tailed
* p < .05 one-tailed
Correlations between fusion, identification, and the memory measures for family
and friends. To inform later regressions, Pearson’s one-tailed correlations were also
conducted to determine associations between self-transformativess and centrality with fusion
and identification, and are presented in Table 10. One-tailed analyses were conducted as
reflection is expected to be positively associated with fusion (Newson et al., 2017). For
family, there were no associations between family fusion and identification with family
centrality or self-transformativeness. In regard to friends, fusion was associated with selftransformativeness, but not centrality. Identification was only associated with selftransformativeness.
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Table 10:

Correlations between Fusion and Identification and the Memory Characteristics for Family
and Friends.
Family
Fusion
Identification
Centrality

.16

.03

Self-transformativeness

.17

.12
Friends

Fusion

Identification

Centrality

.18

.18

Self-transformativeness

.35**

.25*

** p < .01 one-tailed
* p < .05 one-tailed
Main Analyses
Hypothesis 1: Friend and family fusion, but not identification will be higher for individuals
that demonstrate higher levels of autobiographical reasoning.
To determine preliminary associations between fusion, identification, and
autobiographical reasoning, Pearson’s one-tailed correlational analyses were conducted, as in
Experiment 1. Family coherence was positively associated with fusion (r(77) = .24, p = .04),
but not identification (r(77) = .10, p = .40). Friend coherence was found to be positively
correlated with both friend fusion (r(76) = .24, p = .04) and identification (r(76) = .25, p =
.03). Taken together, with the sole exception of family identification, the findings suggest
that increases in autobiographical reasoning are associated weakly with increases in group
alignment. These findings suggest that the relationship between fusion and coherence may be
stronger than the relationship between identification and coherence.
Hypothesis 2: Intensity will be associated with fusion, but not identification for family and
friend groups.
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To determine preliminary associations between intensity with fusion and
identification, Pearson’s one-tailed correlational analyses were conducted. One-tailed
analyses were used based on past research that appears to have shown positive associations
between event intensity and fusion (Kavanagh et al., 2018). Event intensity was found to be
significantly correlated with family fusion (r(80) = .22, p = .03) but not family identification
(r(80) = .11, p = .16). In regard to friend group, event intensity was positively associated with
fusion (r(80) = .20, p = .04) but not identification (r(80) = .12, p = .14). Taken together, it
appears that individuals who have experienced an intense event are more likely to be fused,
but not identified, with the group.
Hypothesis 3: Intensity will moderate the relationship between autobiographical reasoning
and fusion.
To test the moderation effect of intensity on the relationship between fusion and
identification with coherence, separate regression analyses were conducted using PROCESS
version 3.3 for SPSS model 1 with 5000 bootstrap samples for the confidence intervals (95%)
and standard errors of indirect effects (Hayes, 2017). These analyses revealed no significant
moderation effects of family intensity on identification (b = -.10, SE = .20, p = .62, 95% CI:
[-0.49, 0.29]). There was, however, a marginally significant moderation effect of intensity on
the relationship between family coherence and family fusion (b = -.38, SE = .20, p = .06, 95%
CI: [-0.77, 0.02]). To further understand this trend, conditional effects (simple slopes) of
memory coherence on fusion at different levels of intensity were estimated with the sample
mean and plus and minus one standard deviation from the sample mean used as low and high
levels of intensity. It was found that low intensity memories had a significant moderation
effect on the relationship between memory coherence and fusion (b = .54, SE = .20, p <.01
95% CI: [0.15, 0.93]), such that low intensity experiences shared with family appear to
strengthen the relationship between coherence and fusion. There was not, however, any
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significant moderation effects at average (b = .22, SE = .12, p = .07 95% CI: [-0.02, 0.47])
and high (b = .10, SE = .14, p = 0.49 95% CI: [-0.19, 0.39]) levels of intensity (see Figure 5).
6
5.8
5.6
5.4

Fusion

5.2
5

High Intensity
Moderate Intensity

4.8

Low Intensity
4.6
4.4
4.2
4
Low Coherence

Moderate Coherence

High Coherence

Memory Coherence split across three levels
Figure 5: Moderation effect of intensity on the relationship between family coherence and
fusion.
Moderation analyses of intensity on friend fusion and identification by coherence
revealed no moderation effects of friend intensity on fusion (b = -.33, SE = .23, p = .16, 95%
CI: [-0.13, 0.79]) or identification (b = .41, SE = .23, p = .07, 95% CI: [-0.47, 0.86]).
Hypothesis 4: Coherence will predict fusion when individuals have experienced self-defining
shared turning points.
To test the hypothesis that coherence would lead to fusion via self-defining shared
memories, several mediation analyses using PROCESS for SPSS model 4 with 5000
bootstrap samples for the confidence intervals and standard errors of indirect effects were
conducted. Predicted mediators were centrality and self-transformativeness; however, as
centrality was not associated with neither family nor friend fusion, and self-
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transformativeness was not associated with family fusion or identification, these analyses
were not conducted (see Table 10). To determine whether self-transformativeness mediates
the relationship between autobiographical reasoning with fusion or identification, two
mediation analyses were conducted. In the first analysis (Figure 6), identification was the
dependent variable and coherence was significantly associated with self-transformativeness
(b = .30, SE = .11, p <.01, 95% CI: [0.08, 0.52]), but self-transformativeness did not predict
identification (b = .29, SE = .17, p = .10, 95% CI: [-0.06, 0.63]), nor was there any signifcasnt
direct effect (b = .28, SE = .17, p = -.06, 95% CI: [-0.06, 0.63]). However, the indirect
mediation effect in the model was marginally significant (b = .09, SE (Boot) = 0.07, 95%
Boot CI: [-0.01, 0.24]).
The mediational effect of self-transformativeness on the relationship between
coherence and fusion was then tested. The analyses revealed that coherence predicted selftransformativeness (b = .30, SE = .11, p <.01, 95% CI: [0.08, 0.52], which then predicted
fusion (b = .44, SE = .17, p = .01, 95% CI: [0.11, 0.78]. When self-transformativeness was
included in the model, the direct relationship between memory coherence and fusion was no
longer significant (b = .22, SE = .17, p = .20, 95% CI: [0.11, 0.68]), but there was a
significant indirect [mediation] effect (b = 0.13, SE (Boot) = 0.07, 95% Boot CI: [0.02,
0.29]). This indicates that self-transformativeness mediates the relationship between
coherence and fusion toward friends in the current study (see Figure 7).
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Selftransformativeness
a1 = .30**
SE = .07

Coherence

b = .29
SE = .17
Friend
Identification

c’ = .28; SE = .17
c = 0.09; SE = 0.07

Figure 6. Mediation model on the effect of self-transformativeness on the
relationship between coherence and friend identification. The dotted line
represents the indirect mediator effect.
** p < .01
* p < .05

Selftransformativeness
a1 = .30**
SE = .11

Coherence

b = .44**
SE = .17

c’ = .22; SE = .17

Friend Fusion

c = .13*; SE = .07
Figure 7. Mediation model on the effect of self-transformativeness on the
relationship between coherence and friend fusion. The dotted line represents the
indirect mediator effect.
** p < .01
*p < .05

Discussion
The current study aimed to clarify and expand associations found in the first study
regarding the role of memory processes and the manifestation of identity fusion. Additional
scale items and a validated narrative prompt were used to further understandings of how
memory processes contribute to fusion. In using a validated prompt, a better distribution of
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coherence ratings were elicited. Overall, four main hypotheses were tested. The first
hypothesis was that fusion but not identification would be associated with autobiographical
reasoning. Overall this hypothesis was partially supported. The second hypothesis was also
supported as intensity was associated with fusion, but not with identification, for family and
friends. The third hypothesis – that intense memories would moderate the expected
relationship between autobiographical reasoning and fusion – was not supported. However,
there was a marginally significant moderator effect of intensity on the relationship between
autobiographical reasoning and fusion. The final hypothesis – that autobiographical reasoning
would lead to fusion for critical events of the life story – was partially supported.
Specifically, self-transformative experiences were found to mediate the relationship between
autobiographical reasoning and friend fusion. Taken together, these findings suggest that
processes of autobiographical reasoning are important for fusion. These findings will be
discussed in the context of both of the conducted studies in more detail below.
General Discussion
It was hypothesised in both studies that fusion but not identification would be
associated with autobiographical reasoning. Overall, this hypothesis was largely supported as
links between fusion and autobiographical reasoning were consistently demonstrated.
Associations between autobiographical reasoning and fusion were confounded by possible
validity issues in Study 1; however, the replication of these associations in Study 2 suggests
that the adapted measures used in Study 1 may have been tapping fusion. Moreover,
consistent links between autobiographical reasoning and fusion for both friends and family
strengthen the theoretical relationship between the two constructs. Further, associations
between autobiographical reasoning and fusion have been both directly (e.g. Tasuji et al.,
2019), and perhaps indirectly (e.g. Jong et al., 2015; Whitehouse, 2018) demonstrated in past
research. Collectively, these findings are increasingly pointing toward the possibility of a
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causal relationship between autobiographical reasoning and fusion. Furthermore, consistent
links between autobiographical reasoning and fusion, but not identification, may underpin the
process that differentiates these constructs.
Links between autobiographical reasoning with family fusion but not family
identification were found in both studies. As such, the current research provides initial
evidence that family fusion may be dependent on the establishment of memory-self links that
follow actual shared experiences. Given that genetic links to fusion have been established
(Vazquez., 2017), it may be that processes of autobiographical reasoning serve to maintain
genetic-based fusion. Conversely, lower coherence in family turning points may indicate
difficulties reconciling past family experiences with one’s current self, which was shown to
be associated with lower levels of fusion in both studies. One possible conclusion from these
findings is that while genetic ties may lead to fusion, the maintenance of fusion is dependent
on memory-self links that are established via processes of autobiographical reasoning.
Without such memory-self links, genetic ties to fusion may be severed.
Unlike fusion, family identification does not appear to be associated with
autobiographical reasoning. This repeated finding is likely to demonstrate the importance of
memory-self links as a distinct component of fusion, but not identification with family. The
current findings are consistent with previous research that has shown identification is an
outcome of increased group salience (Hornsey, 2008; Stets & Burke, 2000). In the current
studies, increased in-group salience is likely to have been established by the narrative prompt,
whereby participants were asked to consider their family group. Thus, autobiographical
reasoning may not be necessary, as identification is established via self-categorisation
processes that follow an increase in group salience, rather than memory processes. On the
other hand, associations between fusion and autobiographical reasoning suggest that selfcategorisation processes alone are not sufficient to enable more extreme forms of group
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alignment. Such a distinct relationship between fusion and identification is consistent with
the theory of fusion proposed in Whitehouse and Lanman (2014).
While family identification was not linked with autobiographical reasoning, a link
between friend identification and autobiographical reasoning was found in the second study.
Although this finding was not hypothesised, it is somewhat consistent with past research that
has shown reflection may establish and increase identification (Li & Brewer, 2004; Sahdra &
Ross, 2007; Smeekes & Verkuyten, 2013). Moreover, individuals have been shown to engage
in more exhaustive processes of reflection if their group is considered particularly meaningful
(Doosje, Branscombe, Spears, & Manstead, 1998; Smeekes & Verkuyten, 2013). This is
thought to reflect an attempt to affirm positive self and group status (Smeekes & Verkuyten,
2013). Given that the current participants were not assigned to a group, but rather selfselected their group, it may be expected that their group held some degree of self-meaning.
As such, reflection to establish such meaning was likely to have occurred, and therefore,
associations between autobiographical reasoning and friend identification are perhaps not
surprising.
The structure of the current study may also have contributed to this finding as
memory narratives always preceded group alignment ratings. Although no order effects were
found in the first study, it is possible that by prompting for a shared significant experience,
social identity was activated. In theory, asking individuals to rate the strength of the
identification with another should activate the social identity (Hornsey, 2008). Coherent
narratives would then be consistent with a positive self-bias, which would lead to higher
identification ratings. Conversely, narrative incoherence may induce feelings of dissonance,
which has been shown to increase efforts to leave the group, manifesting in lower
identification ratings (Beike & Landoll, 2000; Salti, El Karoui, Maillet, & Naccache, 2014).
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Alternatively, as fusion is positioned as an extreme form of group alignment, those
who are fused are also expected to be highly identified (Swann et al., 2009; Whitehouse,
2018). Associations between identification and autobiographical reasoning, therefore, may be
an artefact of the links between fusion and autobiographical reasoning. To discern whether
this is the case, future research could separate those who rated themselves as highly
identified, but not fused, with those who rated themselves as fused. By doing so, the role of
autobiographical reasoning on identification and fusion could be clarified.
Associations between Event Valence and Intensity with Fusion
The current research also aimed to uncover the characteristics of experiences that may
contribute to the development and maintenance of identity fusion. In the first study, an effect
of valence was tested, and both fusion and identification did not appear to significantly
change as a function of valence. An exploration of links between fusion and autobiographical
reasoning split by valence suggested that positive experiences may be more associated with
fusion among the participant group. This was, however, likely to be an outcome of
methodological difficulties, as interpersonal conflict rather than shared dysphoria
predominated a number of the narratives.
While the role of dysphoric (negative) experience remains at the heart of the majority
of fusion research, a surge of recent findings have found that both positive and negative
experiences may be equally fusing (Kavanagh et al., 2018; Lobato & Sainz, 2019; Misch,
Fergusson, & Dunham, 2018; Newson et al., 2018; Whitehouse et al., 2017). Therefore, the
current findings appear consistent with the extant research and suggest that fusion can
manifest regardless of valence. Nevertheless, the function of memory valence on fusion
among an undergraduate sample group remains an interesting proposition for future research.
To determine the role of valence, a follow-up study that prompts specifically for both positive
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and negative shared experiences, and measures fusion, would enable direct comparisons that
may clarify an effect of valence.
The mixed effects of memory valence may suggest that intensity, not valence, is more
closely associated with fusion. This hypothesised relationship was supported overall, as
significant correlations between intensity and fusion but not identification were found for
family and friend groups. This finding is consistent with a number of past research findings
that have implicated increases in affective and physiological arousal (Jong et al., 2015;
Newson et al., 2016; Kavanagh et al., 2019), memory vividness (Whitehouse & Lanman,
2015), and intensity (Whitehouse & McQuinn, 2014; Newson et al., 2018) in the
manifestation of fusion. Conversely, identification may be increased following intense
experiences including threat (Arndt, Greenberg, Schimel, Pyszczynski, & Solomon, 2002;
Esses, Dovidio, & Hodson, 2002; Moskalenko, McCauley, & Rozin, 2006), but can also be
induced by more arbitrary experiences such as proximity (Hornsey, 2008; Otten, 2003).
Given that identification can be induced across a range of intensities, it is not surprising to
see a lack of association between these variables. Conversely, fusion may be more specific to
those who have experienced significant life experiences. If so, these findings provide another
indicator of the distinct processes that may lead to fusion, but not identification.
Moderation Effect of Intensity
The expectation that autobiographical reasoning would predict fusion if participants
experienced intense turning points was not supported. Intense experiences have been
foundational in theories that have sought to explain and differentiate fusion from other
constructs of group alignment (Swann & Buhrmester, 2015; Swann et al., 2009; Swann et al.,
2012; Whitehouse, 2018; Whitehouse & Lanman, 2014). Thus, the lack of findings regarding
the effect of intensity was unexpected. As discussed above, fusion and intensity were
positively correlated. Therefore, it remains possible that intensity relates to fusion, but the
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association is not dependent on, or associated with, autobiographical reasoning. However,
associations between intense experience and autobiographical reasoning (including causal
coherence) are well-established (McLean & Fournier, 2008; Stanley, Parikh, Stewart, & De
Brigard, 2017; Talarico et al., 2004). The current findings may, therefore, be an outcome of
limitations bound in the participant group used.
As in Study 1, participants showed a tendency to narrate turning points that featured
elements of interpersonal conflict. Given the demographic of the sample group, interpersonal
conflicts are likely to be experienced as more intense and meaningful than by individuals at
other developmental stages (Pasupathi & Mansour, 2006). Consequently, intensity ratings of
such experiences, although subjective, may have been inflated. Moreover, the experience of
cognitive dissonance that is likely to follow interpersonal conflict has been shown to reduce
narrative coherence (Beike & Landoll, 2000; Sanitioso, Kunda, & Fong, 1990). Therefore,
the lack of common shared experience in the sample group may have affected both the
intensity ratings and the coherence of the coded narratives. Future research would benefit
from re-testing the moderation relationship among populations that had experienced a
common, objectively intense inter-group conflict or environmental event.
There was, however, a marginally significant effect of memory intensity on the
relationship between autobiographical reasoning and family fusion. Specifically, the
relationship between autobiographical reasoning and family fusion was strengthened when
individuals wrote low-intensity turning points. Low-intensity turning points may be
consistent with experiences that are within the doctrinal mode, whereby recurrent or
ritualistic behaviours have been shown to lead to fusion among undergraduate samples
(Kapitány et al., 2018). Experiences within the doctrinal mode may be tantamount to those
experiences that are repeatedly enacted by routine within the family unit. Family routines are
often considered central to a sense of family identity and serve to differentiate one’s family
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from another (Spagnola & Fiese, 2007; Wolin & Bennett, 1984). As such, occurrences within
the doctrinal mode may facilitate increases in narrative coherence and also maintain family
fusion, whereas significant ‘one-off’ events (e.g. deaths or divorce) may be likely to reduce
coherence (at least temporarily) (Habermas & Köber, 2015; Neimeyer, Herrero, & Botella,
2006), and so may also impact fusion.
For example, the narrative below was taken from the current sample and appeared to
show a single, albeit extended event that fitted within the doctrinal mode and was associated
with high fusion ratings. Within the narrative, the individual describes an experience in which
the repeated action of others – in the form of giving and supporting through hardship – served
to strengthen relational ties with her family. Although emotionally intense, this experience
lacked the vivid episodic qualities of memories of experiences that have been associated with
fusion in the past. Further, the narrative below is consistent with a general event within the
Self-Memory System (Conway & Pleydell-Pearce 2000), as, via processes of
autobiographical reasoning, several events have been integrated into a coherent narrative. In
doing so, the participant has demonstrated how an objectively negative experience can be
incorporated into their self-concept. Note, all age and name identifiers have been removed.
When I was (age), my younger sister whom was (age) at the time became very ill. She was
in hospital for several months in a very critical condition. It was very hard on both myself
and my younger siblings, as we were not only very worried about our sister, but our
parents were also preoccupied looking after her. At the time, people were so kind to our
family, baby sitting us and cooking us dinners etc. This period of my life has impacted me
in many ways. At the time I was still so young and terrified, as we came so very close to
losing my sister on many occasions. Thankfully she made it out the other side and we have
a very close relationship now. It has given me a lifelong appreciation as to how quickly
life can go from pretty great to your worst nightmare. Furthermore, I now realise how at
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times like then, people come together to support you - even people who you don’t know
particularly well. These little gestures and words of encouragement make such a
difference to other people’s circumstances. It has taught me to be kind; you never know
what people are going through. Lastly, the (time) months in which she was in hospital,
made me appreciate the strength of my parents, and what special people they are to me
and my siblings, and how precious the relationship our family is.
Mediation Effect of Self-transformativeness and Centrality.
The final hypothesis aimed to establish whether experiences that become self-defining
following processes of autobiographical reasoning will lead to fusion. As such, it was
hypothesised that coherence would predict fusion through self-defining experiences.
Measures of centrality and self-transformativeness were used to determine the degree to
which an experience came to be self-defining. Overall, there was some support for this
hypothesis. Centrality was not found to relate to fusion or identification and was excluded
from the final mediation analyses. The lack of association between centrality with fusion and
group alignment may be attributable to the use of the centrality scale. The scale was designed
to measure the degree to which trauma is associated into one’s identity and shows significant
correlations with symptoms of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) (Berntsen & Rubin,
2006; Boals & Schuettler, 2011; Robinaugh & McNally, 2011). PTSD is often characterised
by narrative incoherence (Berntsen, Willert, & Rubin, 2003; Peri & Gofman, 2014; Van der
Kolk & Fisler, 1995). Such incoherence is a key target of many therapeutic approaches that
aim to ameliorate PTSD symptomology (Clark, 2013; Peri & Gofman, 2014). While
traumatic experiences may be central to one’s identity, such experiences are characterised by
distress and discomfort until they are coherently (re)constructed to fit with extant selfunderstandings (Jelinek, Randjbar, Seifert, Kellner, & Moritz, 2009). Without these selfunderstandings, fusion is improbable. Consequently, future research would be streamlined by
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excluding measures of centrality when determining links between memory-self links and
fusion.
Self-transformativeness was found to mediate the relationship between friend
coherence and fusion. While the association between self-transformativeness and fusion is
known (Newson, 2017b), the process as to how one becomes transformed has never been
explored. Although causal links between coherence and self-transformativeness are beyond
the scope of the current research, the associations found between coherence and selftransformativeness provide strong indications of a probable pathway. This potential pathway
to fusion is furthered as past research has shown that autobiographical reasoning following
significant experiences can manifest as self-defining events that are constitutive of narrative
identity (Fivush et al., 2011; Habermas & Köber, 2015b; Singer & Bluck, 2001). Despite
increasingly strong links between these constructs, a causal relationship can only be
established using an experimental manipulation.
It is important to note that the mediation path from autobiographical reasoning
through self-transformativeness to identification was marginally significant. Selftransformative experiences are predictive of identification (but to a lesser degree than fusion)
(Newson et al., 2018). Similar concepts, such as self-defining experiences, have also been
shown to be more closely associated with fusion than identification (Buhrmester et al., 2018;
Jong et al., 2015). Therefore, the demonstrated links between self-transformative experience
and identification are consistent with past research. However, the current research adds to
these findings, as autobiographical reasoning was shown to be a stronger predictor of fusion
than identification. Together, these findings are strongly suggestive of the theorised pathway
to fusion via the making of coherent memory-self links following single, transformative
episodes (Whitehouse, 2018; Whitehouse & Lanman, 2014). To establish this pathway more
completely, future research would benefit from using a participant group that had
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experienced a similar transformative life-experience, as doing so would enable clear
connections between processes of autobiographical reasoning, the formation of critical life
events, and extreme group alignment.
Limitations
Several limitations were identified in the current studies, which are likely to have
reduced the generalisability of the findings. One of the key limitations is that an
undergraduate, convenience sample was used for data collection. This sample group is likely
to have attenuated both the findings and the generalisability of the findings for several
reasons. Perhaps most importantly, the current sample did not have a common, shared
experience toward which fusion could be measured. Consequently, the features that underpin
the process of fusion were not able to be analysed cleanly due to a multiplicity of confounds.
Future research should, therefore, endeavour to establish a common target for fusion among
emerging adults and determine causal processes to fusion from there. Ultimately this would
be achieved using a longitudinal design to trace the process to fusion.
A second limitation is that some of the analyses were conducted using relatively small
sample sizes. In particular, the moderation analyses had low statistical power, which is likely
to have significantly increased the likelihood of type II error (Hayes, 2017). By simply
increasing the sample size, it is possible that moderation effects of intensity and memory may
have been discovered. This is especially relevant as the moderation effect of intensity was
trending toward significance, and with a larger sample and greater statistical power may have
unearthed a clearer relationship.
A final limitation is that attempts to compare fusion with identification were
conducted using Mael and Ashforth’s (1995) scale of organisation identification. While Mael
and Ashforth’s scale is the closest to the verbal measure of fusion and has been most
commonly used in fusion studies as a comparison measure, it is unclear whether the scale
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encapsulates the entirety of the identification construct. For example, the identification scale
has been shown to load onto two factors (Gómez et al., 2011; Mael & Ashforth, 1995);
however, identification has been conceptualised as multifactorial. Cameron (2004) loaded the
construct onto three factors, whereas Kreiner and Ashforth (2004) argued for a four-factor
model. Thus, while identification was used to mark the differentiation between forms of
group alignment, aspects of identification such as belongingness, which shows many
similarities to fusion (Cooper & Thatcher, 2010; Lin & Sung, 2014; Voelkl, 1996), are not
determined. Future research would benefit from using a validated measure of identification
that accounts for all the dimensions of the construct.
Implications
In the past, identity fusion has been most closely associated with extreme group acts
(e.g. Bortolini et al., 2018; Jong et al., 2015; Newson et al., 2018b; Whitehouse & McQuinn,
2014). However, research has also shown that fused individuals engage in positive, pro-social
acts. For example, highly fused Americans were found to donate money and write supportive
notes to families of individuals who were impacted by the Boston Marathon bombings
(Buhrmester et al., 2015). Similarly, Segal et al. (2018) found that under some conditions,
fused individuals were more likely to donate time and money to the community with whom
they had experienced a natural disaster. Thus, understanding the process of fusion may enable
further scope to develop and harness the prosocial acts that are an outcome of fusion and that
serve to improve societal wellbeing (Egli, Oliver, & Tautolo, 2016; Merriam & Kee, 2014;
Roffey, 2013). Moreover, insights into why some fused individuals act anti-socially for their
group may be enabled. Therefore, although the present study was unable to find the definite
mechanism for which fusion develops, further understandings of the phenomena, which may
enable the promotion of pro-social acts, were unearthed.
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Differentiating fusion from associated constructs such as identification remains one of
the central tasks of fusion researchers. Research that fits within the social identity framework
is well-established and calls on decades of findings. Conversely, identity fusion is relatively
novel and requires further understanding to emphatically position the construct as distinct,
rather than an extreme form of extant theories. Although attempts to unify understandings of
the theory have been made (e.g. Whitehouse, 2018), disagreements regarding the key
‘ingredients’ and theoretical principles that underpin fusion remain (Swann & Jetten, 2018).
As such, it is not enough to ‘collect fusion’ among different populations, but research must
continue to build on the framework toward a unified theory. The current research exemplifies
this process, as although the findings were at times discrepant, efforts were made to
understand the processes that lead to fusion. In light of this, future research has a blueprint
for understanding and further advancement.
Conclusions
Identity fusion is a process by which an individual incorporates another (or a group of
others) into their own identity. The mechanisms that underpin this process, however, remain
somewhat uncertain. Despite this, research is converging around a role of reflective processes
whereby significant shared experiences become consolidated into autobiographical memory
systems as touchstones of one’s identity (Jong et al., 2015; Newson et al., 2016; Whitehouse,
2018; Whitehouse & Lanman, 2014). In light of such past theory, the present research aimed
to provide explicit links between memories, memory processes, and identity fusion among
family and friends. Specifically, autobiographical reasoning was explored as a measurable
process that integrates memories into the self and, therefore, may facilitate the theorised path
to fusion.
In the first study, an exploration of the validity of adapted measures used in past
research impacted the interpretability of the findings. Despite this, the findings were
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suggestive of a relationship between autobiographical reasoning and fusion, but not
identification. In the second study, clearer links between fusion and autobiographical memory
using validated measures were established. Key aspects of fusion-inducing experiences were
also measured in an attempt to determine a clearer understanding of the factors that
contribute to fusion. Overall, the findings from both studies indicate a clear association
between autobiographical reasoning and fusion. Furthermore, links between autobiographical
reasoning and identification were less consistently observed, which appears to indicate a
distinct process to fusion as opposed to identification.
Moreover, several ancillary findings were also demonstrated regarding the
relationship between autobiographical reasoning and other memory characteristics that may
contribute to fusion. Most notably, autobiographical reasoning was shown to be associated
with family memories following low-intensity experiences, whereas autobiographical
reasoning was associated with friend fusion following experiences that transformed the
autobiographical self. Taken together, these results are suggestive of distinct mechanisms that
lead to fusion with relatives and non-relative groups. These results were interpreted as
suggesting that family fusion is maintained by rituals and bonding experiences that confirm
extant views of the family unit. Conversely, friend fusion may be a consequence of lifechanging or self-defining experiences that are shared with others.
The current research aimed to contribute to the extant and growing body of literature
regarding identity fusion. Specifically, it was hoped that by determining associations between
memory characteristics and processes, the path to fusion could be further plotted.
Methodological issues weakened the overall generalisability of the current findings, but
despite this, inferences as to how fusion manifests were enabled. As such, the current
research provides both a guide and a foundation for future research that aims to determine
how the process of fusion differs from other related constructs. Therefore, while the path to
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fusion remains somewhat untracked, insights into a construct that serves to explain some of
society’s most puzzling behaviours were enabled. In further understanding the fusion
phenomenon, positive and pro-group behaviours can be cultivated, while negative extreme
group behaviour can be thwarted. Consequently, understanding how and under what
conditions fusion develops is a matter of societal importance.
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Appendix A
Verbal scale of identity fusion and identification (adapted from Gomez et al., 2011)
Study 1
1. I am at one with my (group/person/pet)
2. I would do anything for my (group/person/pet)
3. I make my (group/person/pet) strong
4. I love my (group/person/pet)
5. If I didn't have that (group/person/pet) in my life, I would be an entirely different
person
6. When someone criticizes (group/person/pet), it feels like a personal insult
Verbal scale of identity fusion and identification (Gomez et al., 2011)
Study 2
1. I am at one with my family.
2. I feel immersed in my family.
3. I have a deep emotional bond with my family.
4. My family is me.
5. I am strong because of my family.
6. I make my family strong
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Appendix B
Adapted measure of identification (Tasuji et al., 2019; adapted from Ashforth and Mael
1989)
Study 1
1. I am very interested in what others think about (group/person/pet)
2. When I talk about this (group/person/pet), I usually say 'we' rather than 'they'
3. This (group's/person's/pet's) successes are my successes
4. When someone praises this (group/person/pet), it feels like a personal compliment
5. If a story in the media (like on TV or in the newspaper) criticized the
(group/person/pet), I would feel embarrassed

Measure of Identification (Ashforth and Mael, 1989).
Study 2.
1. When someone criticises my family, it feels like a personal insult.
2. I am very interested in what other people think about my family
3. When I talk about my family i usually say "we" rather than "they"
4. Successes of my family are my successes.
5. When someone praises my family, it feels like a personal compliment.
6. If a story in the media criticised my family, i would feel embarrassed.
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Appendix C
Important Memories and Groups
INFORMATION SHEET FOR PARTICIPANTS

What is the Aim of the Project?
This project is being undertaken as part of David Henderson’s Master’s Degree and Kelly
Reid’s Honours degree at the University of Otago. The aim of the project is to determine how
memories impact group identification among undergraduates. We are also interested to
understand how personality traits may have an effect of identification.
What Types of Participants are being sought?
Participants will be recruited using the experiment participation website and data will be
completely anonymous. Participants will be undergraduate students, primarily studying
psychology. It is aimed that 240 participants will complete the experiments within this study.
There will no compensation for experiment participation, although students of Psychology
100 and 200 can satisfy a small portion of course assessment by completing a worksheet
based on the experiment.
What will Participants be asked to do?
Should you agree to take part in this project, you will be asked to participate in writing some
detailed recollection of memories that are important to you. You will also complete some
questionnaires asking about any groups that are important to you, your relationship with
those groups. You will also be asked to complete a questionnaire that assesses your
personality traits. The procedures will take place at the Psychology Department at the
University of Otago and will last between 45-60 minutes.
There are low risks associated with this study. The study may give you an opportunity to
reflect on important groups and events in your life. If you become tired or unhappy at any
time, the session will immediately stop.
Please be aware that you may decide not to take part in the project without any disadvantage
to yourself.
What Data or Information will be collected and what use will be made of it?
We will collect individual information on your important memories. We will only report the
performance of the group as a whole. The group results may be published in books and
journals. Excerpts from conversations may be used in conference presentations and papers,
but all identifying information will be removed.
Researchers at the University of Otago may use this information as part of their student
research projects and theses. Thus, supervisors and research assistants may have access to the
data that is collected.
You are most welcome to request a copy of the results of the project should you wish.
The data collected will be securely stored for 5 years in such a way that only those mentioned
above will be able to gain access to it. Any personal information held on the participants
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may be destroyed at the completion of the research even though the data derived from the
research will, in most cases, be kept for much longer or possibly indefinitely.
The results of the project may be published and will be available in the University of Otago
Library (Dunedin, New Zealand) but every attempt will be made to preserve your anonymity.
Can Participants change their mind and withdraw from the project?
You may withdraw from participation in the project at any time and without any
disadvantage to yourself of any kind.
What if Participants have any Questions?
If you have any questions about our project, either now or in the future, please feel free to
contact either:David Henderson/Kelly Reid
and
Professor Elaine Reese
Department of Psychology
Department of Psychology
University Telephone Number:
University Telephone Number:
(03)479 8441
(03)479 8441
Email Address: henda411@student.otago.ac.nz
Email Address: ereese@psy.otago.ac.nz
This study has been approved by the Department stated above. However, if you have any
concerns about the ethical conduct of the research you may contact the University of Otago
Human Ethics Committee through the Human Ethics Committee Administrator (ph 03 4798256). Any issues you raise will be treated in confidence and investigated and you will be
informed of the outcome.
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Appendix D

Group Identification and Important Memories
CONSENT FORM
PARTICIPANTS

I have read the Information Sheet concerning this project and understand what it is about. All
my questions have been answered to my satisfaction. I understand that I am free to request
further information at any stage.
I know that:1. My participation in the project is entirely voluntary;
2.

I am free to withdraw from the project at any time without any disadvantage;

3.

Personal identifying information will be destroyed at the conclusion of the project but
any raw data on which the results of the project depend will be retained in secure storage
for at least five years;

4.

There are low risks associated with this study. If I become tired or uncomfortable at any
time, the session will immediately stop;

5.

The results of the project may be published and will be available in the University of
Otago Library (Dunedin, New Zealand) but every attempt will be made to preserve my
anonymity.

I agree to take part in this project.

.............................................................................
(Signature of participant)
.............................................................................

...............................
(Date)
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Appendix F
Event Centrality scale as used in Berntsen and Rubin (2006).
1

2

3

4

Totally
Disagree

5
Totally
Agree

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□
□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

This event was a turning point in my life.

□

□

□

□

□

If this event had not happened to me, I would be an
entirely different person.

□

□

□

□

□

I feel that this event has become part of who I am.
This event has become a way I understand myself and
the world.
I feel that this event has become a central part of my
life story.
This event has changed the way I think and feel about
other experiences.
I often think about the effects this event will have on
my future.
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Appendix G

[Group Identification and Important Memories Research Study]
The purpose of this experiment is to clarify the relationship between important memories
and group identification. Past research has shown that individuals that experience more
significant life events are often more strongly aligned with the group they experienced
these events with. This phenomenon is referred to as fusion; a process that occurs when
others are incorporated into ones sense of identity. It is believed that reflection on
significant past experiences facilitate fusion. Moreover, reflection leads to encoding of past
experiences into episodic memory. The current study aims to determine a relationship
between significant memories, how these memories are recalled, and fusion. It is
hypothesised that individuals with more significant memories will have more detailed
recall, more organised recall, and higher levels of fusion. The Experiment uses a withinsubjects design, with one independent and three dependent variables. Group behaviour
relates most closely to social psychology.
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Appendix H
Developmental Consequentiality (DC)
See Appendix 5 for the Developmental Consequentiality Scale– 0 to 3 scale
 Code for each event separately
 Code separately for Free Recall and Overall (however, overall does take into account
the Free Recall section as well as the prompted section. The overall score cannot be
lower than the score for Free Recall)
 Intraclass correlations were used for reliability
Meaning Making (MM)
 Code for each event separately (excluding the earliest memory)
 Code separately for Free Recall and Overall (however, overall does take into
account the Free Recall section as well as the prompted section. The overall score
cannot be lower than the score for Free Recall)
 Intraclass correlations were used for reliability
 See Appendix 4 for Meaning Making decisions that were clarified by Kate
McLean
Meaning making (McLean & Pratt, 2006)
No meaning (0 point)
Narratives that are statements of the reporter’s status, no self reflection is provided,
and no mention of relating to the individual’s internal mental states. It’s just a statement
of what has happened, no conclusion was drawn
e.g. “I have a good voice”
“I have a new background now, and the bigger house” (Here the reporter only stated
that his life has changed, but he didn’t offer any explanation about why and how his life
has been changed)
“I don’t have any grandfathers”
Lesson learned (1 point)
Needs to be tied to a specific behaviour or action
e.g. “Watch where I’m going”
“Not to bite people”
“I know to be careful when chopping a cake” “Look what I’m doing so I don’t chop my
finger off”
“Don’t put heater on cats”
Vague Meaning (2 points)
A statement that involves self reflection derived from this self defining memory, it must
explicitly point out that the individual’s life has been changed as a result of this memory
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without offering specifics, such as explaining how life has been changed. There is no
generalisation to other events or situations
E.g. “I’m a stronger person now.”
“I used to hardly ever play with him, but now I play with him heaps” (Here the reporter
clearly stated that his life has been changed after his brother had the accident, and he
also offered a vague conclusion that now he plays with him heaps. The narrative should
not be coded as insights because the reporter did not explain why he now plays more
with his brother. Thus, no explanation of the changed action was offered.)
“I didn’t want to go on boats” (It is a statement of how the individual feels about going
on boats, self reflection was involved)
“I just think I do things differently, and that just changed you like if your parents are still
together. You might, it’ll just be a different sort of life, like you wouldn’t have two homes,
if you get bored at one, you just go to the other one and things.” (Again, it’s only a
statement about how his life has been changed, but he didn’t offer any explanation for
the action)
Insight (3 points)
The reporter infers a meaning from the event that applied to larger areas of his/her life.
The narratives express the meanings of transformations of self or relationships
e.g. “I don’t just think it just graduating, cause I think well this is really important,
because I kind of felt the experience from when I was little and growing up with it. Is this
what it is going to feel like?” (Here, the reporter not only expressed that the event has
changed her life, but also she anticipated the long-term effect of the event on her when
she grows up. She offered explanations about how and why the event has changed her
life)
“Just seeing other people, well, like different people, and just like the way they act. Cause
the school was totally different than New Zealand, and like the city is just totally
different. Everything was basically different. And you just kind of think, oh well, you just
kind of like can understand things better now. I guess”
“I’ve always wanted to come first and I’ve always tried my hardest to get there and for
once I didn’t it, it made me feel so happy. It kind of made me think that I can do this, I
can go further and I can try better and try to do the best that I can, give it 100%, not 99”
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Appendix I
Event Intensity scale as used in Rubin, Schrauf, and Greenberg (2003).

1. While thinking about this memory I feel as though I am reliving it?
2. While remembering this memory I can hear it in my mind.
3. While remembering this memory I can see it in my mind
4. While remembering this memory I know the setting where it occurred.
5. The memory i described has previously come to me "out of the blue", without my
trying to think about it.
6. I feel that this memory has become part of who I am.
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